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Throughout 1992,eventson i]]any
fronts augured well for the c(mtin-
ued success of tile NASA Scientific and
Technical Infornmtion (ST1) Progranl and
those we serve.
Early in the year, new directions
began to evolve at eve W level of NASA
;Is we started to reexamine and, where
appropriate, reinvent this agency.
A cross section of the STI Program
participated on the Red and Blue tcanls
engaged in this important work. This
year's theme, "Exploring Challenges,
Creating Opportunities," reflects the
innovative spirit the NASA STI Program
brought to this critical process and to :ill
our work in 1992, :Is we made less do
more for NASA...and the nation.
Throughout the year, we witnessed
the emergence of a new national level
policy focus on STI and STI-retated
issues. These developments validate the
importance of infl)rmation in national
science policy and in competitiveness
issues. They also present exciting
opportunities for the NASA STI Program
and other Federal STI managers.
In the coming months and years, the
NASA STI Program will continue working
through established inmt- and inter-
agency mechanisms to raise issues that
help us refine and upgrade the products
and services we bring to our expanding
user community.
In May 1992, a NASA comnlittee
chaired by the Deputy Associate Admin-
istrator, Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technok)gy, formally endorsed the value
of the NASA STI Program to NASA and to
the aerospace community. The
committee's findings reinforced the
conviction that one key ingredient of
superior research and development
(R&D) is the sharing of knowledge
gained through earlier research.
This sharing of knowledge is the
basis of the STI Program's partnership
with NASA researchers. Our infrastruc-
ture of people and systems remains
careflflly aligned to acquire STI world-
wMe, add value to it, then disseminate
new and enriched STI back to our users.
1 invite you t<> examine pages 5-8 for
a more complete look ;It the NASA R&I)
inR)rmation cycle. Then we offer you a
broad sampling of our products and
seFviccs. The case studies in "'The
Program in Practice" point to the diverse
talents and skills offered by STI Program
professionals. As our case studies
dena()nstratc, v_,c continue to t3tlrSLle
aggressive strategies that produce "filster,
cheaper, better" results fk)r NASA re-
searchers.
International Space Year (ISY) was
the kleal backdr()p for 1992. This was the
year when tile world took its first steps
toward a truly global space program
aimed at producing global benefits. In
that same spirit, the Prograna made
substantial gains toward strengthening
ties with STI partners worldwide.
To ser_'e our tlsers better, we made
significant progress in upgrading opera-
tions at the Center for AeroSpace Inff>r-
mation (CASI). We continued to explore
options for an even more comprehensive
use of new technologies NASA-wkte. Our
Technology Focus Group is working this
issue with the NASA Centers. We also
began to clevelop and imt)lement a
multiyear capital investment plan to
modernize our informaticm systems and
guide our transition to optical and digital
technology.
Much NASA research has commercial
value as well as scientific merit. It can
create jobs, raise standards of living, and
improve competitiveness. In these
pages, we off_'r insights on the muhi-
faceted contributions of the NASA STI
Program to technology transfer.
While the NASA STI Progr:un accom-
plished much in 1992, there is still much
left to do. New approaches might be
required to position us for greater
sLICCeSS in an increasingly (temanding
information environment. That perspec-
tixe underlines our commitment to Total
Quality Management, or TQM. a method-
()]()gy that incorporates a dedication t(>
c( )ntinu()us iillpr()veillent.
My optimism is fuelcct by the belief
that tile Program is on the right
c()urse...and 1)y my confidence in the
talents and abilities of the exceptional
men and WOlnen who ¢'omprise tile
NASA STI Program nationwide.
As we embark on another challeng-
ing year, we do so with deep apprecia-
ti_)n f()r the guidance of the STI Council
and the ongoing support of our users. •
Gladys A. Cotter
Director, NASA Scientific and Technical
Information Program
F_
iL!!C
s the 1990s unfk_ld, dramatic
developnlents in the national and
international arenas are helping to shape
a new set of economic and geopolitical
realities.
Some of the more f)romising oppor-
tunities for the NASA STI Program stem
from the growing national interest in
economic competitiveness, education,
and tt_e environment.
The increasing importance of these
issues is not surprising. The Cold War
has ended. The global marketplace is at
hand. From the STI perspective, the
ongoing revolution in information
technologies and user expectations
pervades, and influences, these factors as
well.
In 1992, these developments con-
verged to produce a year of great
significance to the NASA STI Program
and its users. Influences at the policy
level of our government yielded unprec-
edented support for the view that STI is
a national resource to be valued...and
cultivated.
FCCSET STI Ad Noc Group
On October 27, 1992, President
Bush's Science Advisor, Dr. D. Allan
Bromley, sent a memo to all members of
the Federal Coordinating Committee on
Science, Engineering, and Technology
(FCCSET) inviting member agency
participation in an Ad Hoc Working
Group on STI. For the first time since the
mid-1970s, the Executive Branch had
formally identified STI as a national
concern meriting the attention of the
White House Science Office.
Senior Administration officials from
lnore than 20 independent agencies
support the science mission in the U.S.
through FCCSET cooperation. The
FCCSET structure operates tinder the
Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP).
The objective of the FCCSET ST1 Ad
Hoc Working Group, as stated in Dr.
Bromley's memo, is "to review and
assess current Federal approaches to
dealing with scientific and technical
infommtion and recommend necess:u)'
modifications."
Representatives from NASA and three
other agencies (OSTP, Office of Manage-
merit and Budget (OMB), and ttealth and
Hulnan Services) participated in a
planning group that preceded the
fkmnation of the Ad Hoc Working Group.
The planning group explored ways to
identify key issues, including the prin-
ciples underlying STI, a taxonomy of ._'1'1
flov,', and a case study approach to
manage information. STI managers also
briet_'d the planning group on issues
facing their programs.
1Jltimately, the Ad Hoc Working
Group's efforts could lead to recommen-
datkms for legislation, Executive ()rders,
or other mechanisms aimed at achieving
policy improvements.
NREN
The passage of the High Perfor-
mance Computing Act in November 1991
was a major step forward in the creation
of an infrastructure for the National
Research and Education Network
(NREN). NREN is one of the Act's key
C()lllp(ments.
NREN is intended to revolutionize
the ability of U.S. researchers and
educators to carry out collaborative
activities. NREN's telecomnlunications
infrastructure substantially expands and
upgrades the previously interconnected
array of mostly scientific research
networks. Through it, the nation's
research centers and universities are
connected by a high-speed computer
highway.
NREN is both an existing network
and a vision. In July 1992, (then)
Senator Albert Gore (D-TN) introduced
the Information Infrastructure Act of
1992. This bill provided additional
funding for NREN and targeted libraries
as one specific area for development.
This legislation did not pass, but it is
likely to reemerge in some form in 1993.
The incoming Clinton/Gore adminis-
tration hopes NREN will serve as a model
tk)r a broader network that will make
electronic information services ubiqui-
tous. Just as the NASA STI Program
monitored the progress of the High
Performance Computing Act, we will
continue to track any succeeding legisla-
tion to ensure our users reap maximum
benefits from these pioneering
developments.
OMB Circular A-130
In 1992, the Office of Management
and Budget distributed two phases of
proposed revisions to its 1985 Circular A-
130, "Management of Federal Informati()n
Resources." A-130 is the cornerstone of
Federal Information Resources Manage-
ment (IRM) policy. The revisions delin-
eate new' policy on, among other things,
how Federal agencies should manage
information and provide public access to
it. The circular refers to the broadest
range of government informatkm and
covers numerous areas beyond STI.
A-130 was yet another example of
the emerging national policy focus on
STI and STl-related issues.
Database Access
As A-130 demonstrated, Federal
agencies are rethinking the priority
placed on providing government infof
mation to the puMic, as well as proce-
dures for information exchange among
agencies. Where appropriate, members
of the NASA STI Program are helping to
formulate policy that is compatible with
the interests of both Program users and
the public at large.
The Interagency Public Access
Group is composed of information
professionals from a cross section of
Federal agencies. The NASA STI Program
is among the participants. One of the
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group's key
c()nc('lns is I()
ensure that tt_e
public access
policies clcvel()ped
I-Lvvarious Fcderal
agencies are
c(msistcnt ',rid1
each other and
with Federal policy
generally, while
alh)v, Ang latitttde
for differences
based t)ta ca,,:h
Hgcncy's character-
istics and mission.
A NASA STI
Pl()_r[lll/ r(2 p res(__n -
tativc heads up a
designated sul>-
Among the representatives discussing STI exchange issues in Moscou,
u,ere: Wallace O. Keene (left), Director, NASA IRM lMvisiom Professor
Eugene Ruzhitsky (center), Professor, Chief of Information Divisiotg
Central Aerohydrodynamics Institute (TsAGI); and Dr. Victor
Presnukhin, Director, All Union Research Institute of lnterbranch
Information (VIMI).
gr()up ()n pricing and budgeting.
As for chttabase access between
agencies, the recent experience of the
Feclcral Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) in gathering and analyzing
claims data related to liurricane Andrew
revealed a need to streamline policies on
intcragency database access.
The Interagency Informatkm Re-
st)urces Management Infrastructure Task
Group (IIITG), an outgrowth of the
Federal ]nflmnation Resource Manage-
mcnt Policy Council (FIRMPOC), recently
established a 1)atabase Se_qces Panel.
This panel is addressing interagency
inf()rmatitm resource management issues,
including STI concerns. The STI Program
was an original member of this panel
and will continue to participate in panel
activities in the months ahead.
NFAIS Policy Committee
The Nati()nal Federation ()f Abstract-
ing and Inform'ati(m Services (NFAIS) is a
naembership organizati(m that serves the
world's inf(mnalitm t)roclucers, vendors,
suppliers, and users. For more than 30
years, NFAIS has guided the global
information c(mmmnity through ecluca-
tion, research, and publication. Gladys
Cotter. I)irector of the NASA STI Pro-
gram, is a member of the NFAIS l_,oard ()f
l)irect()rs.
The NASA STI Program also has
representation on the NFAIS Information
Policy' and Copyright Committee (IPCCI.
The IPCC deals with (tuestions of data
availability, licensing, fair tise, and a
variety of other copyright-rehtted matters.
The c()mmittee brings a nati(mal and,
when needed, an international perspec-
tive to its activities.
New technologies, such as CI)-
ROMs, are currently one area under
discussion. For instance, the [PCC wants
to ensure that CD-ROMs submitted to the
I,ibral T of Congress from the U.S. Col)y-
right Office retain the licensing and
distribution rights secured through the
copy'right process.
Russian Activities Update
Perhaps no region of the world
dem()nstrates the new geopolitical
realities of the 1990s better than RtLssia
and the recently formed Commonwealth
of Independent States. Developments in
this area offer ;I v;uiety ()t exciting,
unprecedented opporttmitics for NASA
and the NASA STI Program.
In March 1992, a team of NASA STI
experts--led by Wallace O. Keene,
Director, NASA Inf(wmalitm Resource
Ma nagement (IRM) I)ivision-- visited 10
Russian institutes to explore the possible
exchange of STI. While the American
Ie:.iln ["otind :_lgreat openness on the part
of lhe Russians, both lrade and organiza-
ti()nal impediments to a free exchange ()f
S'I'I remain. Efforts to resolve these
differences, including imellcctual prop-
erty rights, :ire continuing.
In June 1992, Presidents Bush and
Yehsin signed the "Agreement Between
the lJnited States ()f America and the
Russian Federation Concerning Coopera-
tion irl Exploration and 17se of Outer
Space f()r Peaceful Purposes."
This groundbreaking agreement
highlights numerous potential areas of
[ J.S./Russian cooperation. Several of the
bilateral efforts identified in the agreement
were already in progress, including
w()rking groups in such areas as space
bi()l()gy and medicine, solar system
cxpl()ration, and space astronon-Lv and
astrophysics. The depth and diversi W of
these activities reinforce our awareness
that Russia has been, and remains, an
exceptionally rich source of scientific and
technical infommtion.
Since then, the NASA ST[ Program has
started negotiations to obtain data from
the Central Aerohydrodynamics InstRute
(TsAGI). TsAGI, one of the largest centers
of aeronautical science in the world, has
played a leading role in the devcl()pmcnt
of ;ill Soviet commercial, cargo, and
military aircraft.
In the months ahead, the NASA STI
Program will continue to aggressively
pursue talks aimed at the acquisition ()f
Russian ST1. After the proper protocols
have been established with TsAGI, the
NASA STI Program will approach other
Russian ()rganizati()ns to solicit data for
inclusk)n in the NASA ST] l)atabase files. •
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NASA Cem-.lltee
I-*pertum ef I11 PrellFmm
In the fall of 1991, the Associate
Deputy Administrator, Samuel Keller,
requested the formation of a commit-
tee to review and evaluate the
agency's management of scientific and
technical information activities. Dr.
Robert Rosen, Deputy Associate
Administrator, Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology, was appointed
to chair the committee.
Committee members, as selected
by Dr. Rosen, ensured a balanced
perspective on the agency's STI
activities.
Designatedthe Sciemi_ and
Technical Information Activities
The CnmnCavee's findings, re- _ Committee's overall recom-
leased in spdag i992, included the _ndation was that the agency should
following: _ueto fund the program at its
• _S_ a_tty has great _ level (adjusted for inflation)
value to NASA, _ industry, f_ opemtlom and provide a separate
arm other g9._ agencies, linettemfor modemi_tion funding.
However, im_ in scryice are - -In May 19_2, in a separate brief'rag
desired. ..... be Dr. Rosen to tbe STI Council, he
and _a _ls. Gladys Cotter, and her team are
L_t _ art excellent job and manage-
__: ..... ment ought to support thatwith
and _)_to opt_ _- fundt_." •
ima_ tcdmio_, addeao_, the
ageno Z should provide the _ for
__ ci_ges have
committee,thesroup_ _ sroela -
interested in reviewhag_'s etneent _ to the s"rl _.
STI capabilities and _ "._r_ _ ,
...and whether the agency was _ changes have_
meeting those requirements _ the place in __onal arena that
most cost-effective tmmmr, affect.tl_ _
_ foreign agencies....
"nw__ has to look _
at onal technology -
t_asrer_.
:_¢_,_ ASA STI Pr()gram functions arc tied
_- -- to the information that supports
m#d results from NASA R&D.
Here is a lo()k at NASA researchers
and STI I)r()gram professionals as they
perforln their interdependent roles in the
R&I) inf(mnafion cycle.
The Information Cycle Begins
One basic principle powers the
information cycle: E_ery major aerospace •
achievement builds on earlier gains.
Lessons learned LIIIS\VCI S()llle questions,
but raise others, spurring further
research...and new discoveries,
It's difficult to exaggerate the impor-
tance of the groundbreaking ide:ts that
drive NASA R&I). With approxinlatcly 90
percent of its funds directed toward
research and engineering, the :lgencv's
comnlitmcnt to R&I) is en()rmot_lS.
But while ideas provide the spark,
i,_'ormation sustains the fire. And ;it
NASA, that infl_rmatic)n is available
through the NASA STI Program.
The neecl is fundamental. Re'search
begins with discovering and eXalnining
the existing knowledge. Previous xv()rk
provides the starting point tk)r ne\\
projects. In the c()nl.petilive and costly
mtiltidisciplinary arenas of aeronautics
and space science+ the need to stream-
line this exafninatioll process I)ecomt_:s
paramount.
Among those who rely ()n the
Program's varied c:lpabilities are NASA
l+eSeatchers and managers and their
c()ntl'aC[()l'S, other government :_lgCilcies
and their contractors, tuliversitics in the
I.LS. and arouncl the v¢orld, internati(mal
p'u'mcrs, and the general public in the
t!.S. and abroad.
l Tsing both miditi(mal and advanced
technologies, NASA STI professionals
identify and provide the STI that
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What is STIT
Scientific and technical informa-
tion, or "STI," refers to basic and
applied research results from the work
of scientists and engineers. It is found
in two forms. The first, referred to as
"primary STI," includes new theory
and information presented in the form
of text, numeric data, and images.
Primary STI is the result of experi-
ment, observation, or computer
modeling. It includes research docu-
ments, such as the technical reports in
the renowned NASA technical report
series. Primary STI may be further
transformed and recorded in a variety
of media, including print, digital,
video, and magnetic.
Secondary STt explains or
summarizes primary STI. Secondary
Resoarchers will soom be _ to use the
_'s _v A_ItO/CD (aero*lm_
atul ]_ochtllcal _search _ CI)-ROM).
search t_ major bibliograpbtc ft!es e_ered
into the NASA SIT Database du_ tbo past
STI includes the abstracts and biblio-
graphic records in NASA's STI Data-
base. STAR (Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports), the monthly
journal containing announcements of
woddwide R&D reports, is an ex-
ample of secondary STI. Such "infor-
mation about information" serves as a
tool for identifying primary STI...and
for sorting out which items research-
ers want to examine in more detail.
Their requirement for STI is
comprehensive. At NASA, the STI
Program captures and distributes the
documented results of NASA R&D
activities from every area of the
agency's comprehensive mission, as
well as related STI from international
sources, journals, conferences,
patents, and the like. *
researchers need. Whether it's a pub-
lished report or t)erhaps customized
updates to studies in progress, the NASA
STI team can produce and deliver the
required inf()rrnation in a variety ()t
f()rmats.
Researchers may choose from NASA
STI print publications, microfiche, online
services, and optical media to discover a
\veahh of information. Each search
\,chicle serves as a reliable tool for
harnessing NASA's STI-- the largest
collection of aerospace STI in the
world.
The cornerstone of this collection is
a powerful database of approximately
three million records on aeronautics and
space science. Database topics cover a
surprisingly wide variety of theoretical
and applied fields, including mathemat-
ics, physics, geosciences, life sciences,
engineering, chemistD,, and computer
sciences. Geographically, coverage is
wide-ranging as well, with material
originating in the U.S. as well as in m()rc
than 50 countries worldwide.
Online computer searches of tile STI
l)atabase through an information rc-
triexal system called the NASA RE,_earch
CONnection, or RECON, are comm(m.
I_,EC()N ()ffers users tnatay ()pitons. For
instance, researchers can puFf(will
immediate literature searches on _irtually
any topic of interest. Or, they can
request the delivel T ()f ne\v STI in their
areas ()f interest as it t)econles available.
Currently, the Program has 1,500
registered organizations with more than
3,800 individual users, including 970
RECON users perl\nnling more than
90,000 searches annually. This number
does not include searches performed t)y
the general public by using the subset of
NASA STI records available thr()ugh ,)ther
database vendors.
The STI Database is available
worlclwicle through dial-ul-_ access via
netxv¢_rks like the Intemet, NASA internal
netv,'(_rks, and cormnercial net\v()rks.
Access is as near as a personal C()ltlputer
and a telephone.
rising (me ()f these access tneth()cls, a
researcher can query the l)atal)asc tLv
such aspects as subject, kcvw()rd, auth()r,
c()ntract numl)er, or date t() find specific
citations. The inexperienced user can
neither disrupt the system nor interfere
with other users.
Thr()ugh agreements with (_rganiz:t-
It(ms in the t!.S. and abr()act, citati(ms t()
NASA STI Program documents are
accessible fr()m nmltiplc sources, includ
ing, the European Space Agency (ESA).
I)IA1.OG (a publicly available int_)rm:t-
ti()n service), the Nati()nal Technical
hlformati()n Service ( [ ;.S. I)epartmcnt ( )f
Col13nlerce), tile (;()vctnlllent 1)rinting
Office, and Nati()nal and Regi()nal
Technology Transfer ccl+lters nlanagcd t))
tile NASA Teclm()l()gy l :tilizati(m
l)r( )gralll.
The STI Pr()gram also provides
access to :i varicty ()t other clalabases
al()tlnd the world, creating an uiu-ivaled
aerospace illft)rtn:.iti( )n netw()rk.
1+sing the c(maputer to search and
l()catc refcqeDc<Js, :tnd the ()nlinc
at)stracts t() cxraltidtc the p()tential
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usefulness of a document, a researcher
can select items to examine in full.
To ohtain full-text docmnents, users
often use local librao_ services and
simply request them. However, many
docunlent orders arc sent online through
RECON ctircctly to tile Center for
AeroSpace Inff)rmation (CASI). Tele-
phone, mail, and fax orders are also
accepted. CASI sends out orders for
deliver' by regular mail, express mail, or
fax.
The Cycle Continues
Researchers are looking for informa-
tion that will make a diftk_q'ence--that
supports or challenges assumptions or
other information in hand and that
provides a theoretical basis for further
work and analyses. They are also
ensuring that their proposed project has
not been done before, so they can
proceed with research and Amding
requirements.
The results of their own research
must then be published to join the store
of knowledge available to the commu-
nit},'. STI Program experts in such areas
as editing, graphics, and photography
help researchers prepare those results R)r
publication in a wide range of media,
including tile NASA technical report
series and journal literature.
Value-Added Information
Processing
NASA technical reports and patents,
research reports from other U.S. Federal
government agencies and foreign
agencies, NASA contractor reports, and
other report literature are actively
collected by the STI Program at the CASI.
They arrive in all forms: paper, micro-
(iche, computer tapes, and recently,
multimedia formats.
The Progmn_ also reviews more than
1,S00 open literature sources (journals,
published conference proceedings, etc.)
for articles and papers of interest to the
Sources of NASA STI Database Additions
Based on Calendar Year 1991 Accessions
Germany 3.9% Japan 2.5%
Nsthedande 4.2% France 1.5%
Commonwealth of
Independent 8tares 6.5%
Other Foreign 8.1%
Unitecl
Subjects of NASA STI Database Additions
Based on Calendar Year 1991 Accessions
Astronluli©s 6%
Msthemati¢4
& Computer
_IonoN 9%
Ufe Sciences 3%
14%
Chemistry &
Matmlais 10%
Phyelco 11%
Sources and subjects of NASA's STI Database are carefully aligned with NASA "s wide-ranging
R&D activities.
aerospace community. We actively follow
any leads to additional relevant publica-
tions from worldwide sources.
When documents and electronic
records arrive, they're checked to make
sure they're not already in the Database
and that they're relevant to NASA's
research and development interests. Each
document that is selected is assigned to a
subject category--and any distribution
limitations are noted (see box on page 8).
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Next, through a catal(>ging procedure
the bil)ti()graphic details ()f each d()cu-
ment a,e entered int() a devel(>ping STI
Database record. These details include
.'-;uch data :_ts auth()rs, title, report num-
bers. pages, and jc)urnal citati()n.
The next steps are abstracting and
indexing. An abstracter either writes an
abstract or revie\xs and ec_lits, if neces-
sary, the abstract already provided. (Use
of author-provided journal abstracts is
suhject to copyright limitations.) A1l
indexer then assigns each document a
set ()t indexing terms that describe the
subject content of the document. This
step is supported hy .Machine-Aided
Indexing ( MAI ).
The al'_stract and index tern> :ire
added t()tile bil_li()graphic record along
with other Jn|()l'llldti()13 such :.is d()CLilnent
availahility, distributi(m limitations, and
price. The reck)rot is then ready to be
added into the STI Datalxtse.
The last step in the process is a final
quality control (QC) check. Although
quality is checked at each step along the
way, this final check ensures that this
produce, like (_ther products of the ST1
Pr(}gram, meet user expectati()ns.
At CASI, incoming NASA-supported
reports go through one final step--they
arc filmed t¢) produce microfiche copies,
acc()rding t() NASA micrt)graphic stan-
dards. These are distributed to NASA
Centers and lnt)vicled tt) ()ther ()rganiza-
tions and regislered CASI users.
This fin:tl function completes tile
R&I) information cycle. Value-added
processing makes it possihle for future
aert)sl)aCe researchers t() access new STI
c';lsilv...and t() ;tchieve ncxv R&I) ad-
vances by huilding on earlier insights.
,S'ee pau, e 49for a g/ossm 3' q/',W7 am  S77-
relaled l('rms mepzlkmed Dt l,{Hs cbapler
am/elst, u'/_t,re ipz Ibis pHblicatkm.
NASA Originated and Sponsored Documents
Total
NASA Rmmm
NASA Papers and
0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 10
Annual Nurnbm of Docamxm_ (Thotmende)
NASA ortgtnatod aml s_d documm_-4mH_tually ittdexed amd recorded tm tbo NASA
STI Database--Otclude Journal articles, coq]'_ proceedt_m, a_ui teclmtcal paper_
Hanndlinll Ionsltivo
Intou,mantlon
NASA policy mandates the widest
practicable and appropriate dissemina-
tion of the agency's R&D efforts. In
accordance with that policy, some-
times distribution restrictions must be
imposed on STI to protect new
technology from international trade, to
comply with Federal export laws, or
both.
These restrictions are outlined in a
NASA STI Program publication, NASA
Scientific and Technical Information
Handbook: Documentation, Approval,
and Dissemination. Officials in charge
of Headquarters Program Offices and
Directors of Field Installations are
responsible for ensuring that all
personnel who act as NASA Project
Officers and Technical Monitors
follow the Handbook's provisions.
Authority for these provisions
rests in The National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958, as amended; the
Export Administration Act of 1979;
the Arms Export Control Act; 35 U.S.C.
205, as implemented by the Federal
Acquisition Regulation Subpart 27.3;
and the Presidential Policy Paper on
National Space Strategy (August 15,
1984).
In short, programs and policies
are securely in place at NASA to
ensure that sensitive or classified STI
does not fall into unauthorized hands, o
_ _ _ :i : " i¸
The following is a
reprcsun[_l[ive
selection of the family of products
and surviccs thu ST[ Progranl _)fl_TS its
llsers.
Products
ST] lq()gram products conlt + in tw()
forrns--"priny, tiT" and "sec()ndaD: STI
(see box on page 6). 1)rimaw STI in-
cludes tile NASA technical report series.
NASA Technical Report Series
The series includes: C¢,{fereJtce
Publicat/<ms ( CP ), C'o_ttractor Re'ports
(CR), RefereHce PllblicatioHS (RP),
"l'ecblzica[ 3lemoramtttms (TM), 7be/rag
cal Pt@em (TP), TecbtHcal 7)'a,ts/tt/ioHs
(TT), and A]?ecicl//'Itb//CtIIiOIIS (5P) .
Special Publications
SPs are narrative Stllllnlilries Oll ill'_k_ilS
Of particular scientific or technical
interest, or chronologies of NASA
missions or eras.
SPs are sponsored by NASA program
offices and written by NASA or NASA
contractor scientists, engineers, and
managers. Frequently, they contain
detailed descriptions, illustrations,
photographs, and charts from the
projects they describe.
Among the most popular titles are
This Island Earth, Apollo Evpeclitio,_s to
the Moon, EHgDles cold ItlHoz'aticm: Lezt'is
Laborato O' and American PropHlsion
TechHology, Fitwt A;_lOllt{ Eqllals: /be
_'lectkm o/'A)t£4 Space ,S'ck, ptce F,aperi-
meJtts, and Space Resoltrces.
"Secondary" STI, or information
about infornlation, covers ;t bro:.ld range
of NASA 5"1"I Program products. These
include...
Announcement Publications
Announcement publications are
published regularly by the NASA STI
Program. Many have annual cumulative
indexes.
Two of the
bcst-knov, n and
Most poptll:_r
__1 n l)( )t in celll,Ull [
publications are
STAR (Scientific
and Technical
Aerospace Rcp()rts )
and LdA (Interna-
tional Aerospace
Abstracts). These
c()mpa ni()n
abstract and index
journals contain
announcements of
R&I) reports and
()pen literature in
76 aerospace-
related catcg()ries.
STAR covers
worldwide,
publicly available
report literature on aeronautics and
space science, and LdA covers the same
areas in the "open literature," including
scientific and trade ioumals, books, and
conference papers.
NASA STl products cover a va_qety of media, including ppqnL
i,ideo, and optical
Current Awareness Products
These publications are designed to
keep readers aware of the latest addi-
tions to the NASA STI Database.
SC>LX'(Selected Current Aerospace
Notices) and C'tttwe,zts are citations and
abstracts of R&I) reports and journal
anicles distributed soon after their
axailability online in the STI l)atal)ase.
Et_lries are announced in 191 aerospace-
related topic areas in SCAA: SC)L\:topics
are availal_le to registered users by
subscril-_tion. Currently, some 900,000
copies of SC>IN are distributed annually.
l_pe&tt, s is another custolnized
current awareness product. For l'pdates,
reff'rence analysts perf()rm searches
relevant to NASA contracts and offer
HASA Access Help Desk Introduced
Located at the CASI, the NASA Access Help Desk offers users quick, courteous
assistance on a wide variety of subjects, including Program information, registra-
tion, document ordering, reference/search assistance, training, and acquisitions.
Users with questions covering any of these areas, or with specific questions
about NASA STI Program products and services, can:
D, Phone the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390
_. Fax questions to the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134
E-Mail questions via the Intemet to help@sti.nasa.gov
P. Write to: NASA Access Help Desk
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
ProductsandServices
A Sampling of _Produ_'Uv__ Year 1992
continuous, automatic monthly search
output to the principal investigators and
technical monitors of the contracts.
Currently there are 620 current aware-
ness profiles and 8,000 _dates listings.
NASA Center libraries offer a similar
service to their patrons.
In addition, {_dates is transmitted
electronically to five NASA Centers:
Ames, Goddard, Headquarters, Lewis,
and Marshall. The publication is printed
and distributed locally at each of these
locations, thereby streamlining dissemi-
nation and decreasing postage costs. In
1993, testing will begin at DD<ten and
Langley on transmitting Updates directly
t() the end user's workstation. The enct
user will then be able to review the
publication online and, if desired, print it
out at the workstation.
STI Handbooks and Tools
A series of print products give users
access to the tools used for processing
records into the NASA STI Database.
Included in this series are:
P" NASA Thesaurus, updated con-
stantly and produced triennially in three
volumes. Represents the controlled
vocabulary used to index records in the
NASA STI Database. The three volumes
are Hierarchical Listing, Access Vocabu-
lao,, and I)efinitions
Corporate Source Alttbority List
(CSAL), lists the accepted names and
locations of corporate entities and
matches the names to their corporate
source codes
• Cbrporate Sottrce Authority List
_dates, periodic updates to the CSAL
• Acronym Dictionao', a compilation
of acronyms used in the Database
• Cbmbined Pile PostDtgs Statistics,
a report of the frequency of usage for
index terms assigned to records.
Continuing Bibliographies
These include a series ()f print
products produced at frequencies varying
from monthly to annually listing citations
from the 1)atabase in particular subject
areas of interest. Examples are the
monthly publications Aeronautical
Engineeri,_g and Aerospace Medicine and
Biology.
Special Bibliographies
Bibliographies that are produced a_
one-time products or those issued
irregularly are known as Special Bibliog-
raphies. These generally are produced on
topics of current interest, such as Imple-
menting Total Quality Management.
Often, they are created at the request of
a particular NASA program office or
code.
RTOPS
Research and Tecb_zoloJcv Objectives
and Plans Summao., or RTOPS is an
annual guide to NASA-sponsored re-
search in progress. It represents the
NASA research and technology program
for the current fiscal },ear. RTOPS in-
cludes the technical summaries and
10
indexes of all Research and Technology
Objectives and Plans submitted by the
NASA Centers t{) the NASA ffeadquarters
Office ()f Aer{)nautics and Space Teclm{}l-
[}gV for lllanagelllen[ review.
Other STI Pr{)gram pul_lications
include the $77 13ul/eti_z, a newsletter sent
to :ill registered users {}f the STI Pr{}gram;
and hlchvc Io :M45)1 :\:_'ltw l&/eclses clHd
Speeches.
Researchers are just
a phone call au,a_,
from protupt.
courteous assistance
by NASA STI Program
staff.
Services
Reference and Literature Services
In resp(}nse t() user inquiries, STI
I}roglan] staff pet[{}rlll searches on tile
NASA STI I)atabase, the ARIN I)atal)ase,
or {}utside databases.
ARIN--Ihe Aer{}st)ace Research
Inf{}rmation Networklis an online
catalog providing author, title, subject,
and keyw{}rd access to the nearly
380,000 entries fr{)m the 14 NASA-
ProductsandServices
affiliated libraries. ARIN is an inte-
grated information system that auto-
males all functional areas of NASA
libraries, including shared cataloging.
I)il)liographic searching, circulati{}n,
interlibrat T loan, and management
inf()mmtion. Currently, the Program
has over 700 ARIN registered users.
Recognizing that NASA research-
ers often need to perf{}m] searches
outside of regular t-}usiness hours,
beginning early in 1992 access to the
NASA STI Database and the ARIN
Database was extended. Operating
h{}urs are nov¢ 8 a.m. to midnight,
Eastern Standard Time on weekdays--
a 33 percent increase in the availabil-
ity {}f both databases. In late 1992, in
an()t]ler tll()ve to inlprove service t{}
STI 1}rogram users, both databases
bccame available via the Internet.
Other reference and literature
services performed by the STI Pro-
gram include:
Telephone calls and letter
requests--received from users asking
for assistance in identifying or order-
STI Program at the
HASA Centers
Program professionals at NASA
Centers interact with researchers to
generate much of the Program's STI.
In addition, each Center is responsible
for ensuring that reports from NASA
employees and contractors are
properly reviewed and entered into
the STI system.
Program professionals at the
Centers offer researchers the products
and services outlined in this chapter.
They also provide related services--
with the number and mix of those
services tailored to each Center's
needs. Activities typically include
library services; publishing; graphics
and exhibits; photography; reproduc-
tion; and multimedia.
Here is a genetic look at each of
these areas.
Library Services--NASA STI
Program librarians use a range of
bibliographic tools (print, online, CD-
ROM) to help researchers locate and
retrieve appropriate STI.
Publishing--Whether researchers
want to publish in the NASA technical
report series, in professional journals,
or in other publications, STI Program
technical writers and editors work
closely with researchers, shepherding
new STI through the editing, review,
and production stages. Often these
processes dovetail with the work of
STI Program graphics professionals.
Graphics and Exhibit.s--
Graphics and exhibits experts handle
such diverse duties as publication
design and illustration, the creation of
computer graphics, and exhibit design
and production.
Photogmlphy---Still photography
runs the gamut, including publicity
and conference shots, official portraits,
passport photos, macrophotography,
time-lapse photography, and aerial
photography.
la_on---Services include
printing, copying, duplicating, and
miscelhneous reproduction assistance,
such as microfiche, microfilm, slides,
and microfilm "blo_acks" (paper
copies).
Multimedia---Media include
motion picture films, videos, and new
multimedia formats. Some Centers, for
instance, are developing multimedia
technical reports. -
ProductsandServices
ing d()cuments
I,_ Search
assistance inquir-
ies-responses to
users with ques-
ti()ns about the
[t, ncti()nal ()pera-
tion (ff one of the
STI Program's
online systems.
Answers are otten
instructional in
nattlre.
T() supp()rt reference and literature
services, the Pr()gran_ staff mails each
week hundreds of sets of printed output
from searches performed by users.
Training
Training classes in using RECON
retrieval s()ftware are ()fiE'red at basic and
advanced levels.
In basic training, students learn how
t() c()nduct simple lo()k-ups and how to
develop RECON search strategies. S()nle
knowledge of using (reline retrieval
systems is assumed.
In :ldv:il]ced training, students learn
I,IF,CON's rl-lOrc complex and sophisti-
cated searching features.
Training classes are offered in the
use of the ARIN system for both the
catal()ging and circulation functions.
Translations
The STI Program coordinates the
translati()n into and ()tit of English of
documents written in any of 3q principal
foreign languages (translation of other
languages is availaMe on demand). The
staff" also attempts to locate English-
language versions of foreign language
d()cuments. Translati()ns can be delivered
to users by fax, electronically, or by mail.
Rush deliveries :ire possible, too.
Tile Program recently put the 1,ibral T
()f C(mgress's National Translation Center
database online. This database tells users
which non-English language documents
hay]: already been translated. Noxv users
Call (nt_ier those translations directly from
the National Translation Center--rather
ill:in having the STI Program search this
I,ibr,ii T of Congress database, then place
the (_rder for users.
User Assistance
The Pr()gram receives a wide \ariutv
()f user inquiries, m()st often by phone.
Pr()gram professionals offer users i-re)rapt
assistance in such areas :is registrati()n.
d()clllllent ordering, :.llld re[:l'ren('e :.,e:Atch
',J( }ilC('ln s.
Microfiche and Hardcopy
Document Delivery Services
1)ocument requests are filled by the
CASI in one of three w,iys: by providing
the _riginal document: I)y providing a
hard(opy reproduction of the d(_cument;
or, l) 3 stlpplying the document on
microl:iche (microfiche for archi_ing and
distribution is produced at file CASI).
When the CASI can't provide a
d()cument, the user requesting the
d_cument is referred to other suppliers.
[sually this happens when v,e are not
auth(_rized to distribute the document in
(luesti(m.
Document Distribution
Subscription Services
(:()pies ()f new research reports arc
availaMe on an annual subscription basis
l[lr(_u'd,h the Automatic I)()cumenl
l)istributi(m Service (ADDS). In 1992.
$7"1 Program staff
members are alwat,s
available to help
researchers with
literature searches
and Information
retrieval
ADDS distributed
nearly 72,000
c_pies of docu-
ments annually to
our users (3,73"3 in
paper c()py :rod
68,110 in micro-
fiche). The rep()rts
distributed are
from a combina-
tion of subject
divisi(ms anti
categories that cover all aspects of
aerospace interest...fr()m :ter(mautics
through tile social sciences.
A Standing Order Service is available
r()r users wh() prefer a lJay-as-y()u-go
approach. Instead ()f paying an annual
subscripti(m fee fk)r documents--as in
AI)I)S--the user is sent a rn()nthly
invoice lk)r items received.
Current Awareness Services
Current awareness services include
MANAGEP, S, :in online sere'ice. MANAG-
ERS may be executed by RECON users :it
any time. Each week, ST] Program staff
members select 20 citations of interest to
NASA managers, then make them
available online. Through MANAGERS.
NASA managers receive these citations
several v,'eeks before they :ire published
in SgMR. Managers merely need t() enter
the command "query execute managers
(nahq)" to initiate the service. At that
point, RECON takes over and selects the
20 citations, which the user can display
on screen, print locally, or capture to
disk (dov,'nload 1.
SCA3,'(Selected Current Aerospace
Notices), the current awareness product
mentioned earlier, is also availaMe as an
online se_'ice. ,
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I_lhe NASA STI Program acquires,
processes, and distributes scientific
and technical infonnation. In practical
terms, these duties can involve such
diverse activities as performing literature
searches, editing technical publications,
and providing exhibit design services.
Following are several examples of these
efforts.
Art, Science, and Economy
Displayed at Ames
In today's "faster, better, cheaper"
environment, providing high-quality STI
at low cost is more than a goal. It's an
agency mandate. Here's :in instance from
the Ames-Moffett Technical Information
Division (TID) that embodies the new
NASA approach.
Among Tll)'s broad range of STI
professionals is an experienced exhibit
design staff. Late in 1991, I)avid Morse,
Public Services Manager, External Aflairs
Office at Ames, asked TID to create an
attractive, tow-cost design for a
PHSCologram (pronounced "skologram")
exhibit coining to the Visitor Center.
Ames presented the touring exhibit
"Science in Depth" PHSColograms in
cooperation with the (Art)" Laborato W at
the Illinois Institute of Technology and
the Electronic Visualization Laborato W
(EVL) at the University of Illinois at
Chicago.
(ArtY' and EVL are collaborative
groups of scientists, engineers, and artists
who are dedicated to the fusion of art
and science. The medium in this case--
the PHSCologram--is a blend of photog-
raphy, holography, sculpture, and
computer graphics. A PHSCologram is
one of the only digital forms of 3-D
hardcopy, produced in full color, that is
entirely computer-generated.
The exhibit consists of a series of 43
PHSCotogram lightboxes, each dedicated
to a specific science topic. Many, it turns
out, were inspired by research conducted
at Ames. General subject areas include
An interested visitor looks at two PHSColograms at the Ames Visitor Center.
aeronautics, space, mathematics, chemis-
tW, early camera techniques, and medi-
cine.
Against a very challenging and
unforgiving schedule, TID had to de-
velop a compelling, cost-effective display
for the freestanding PSHCologram
exhibit. "The TID solution was really
quite clever," said Morse. "What's more,
it required no alteration to our facility,
and the cost was minimal."
The TID design solution was,
literally, off the '`'`,:ill.A raceway of
electrical outlets ,,',*as installed on a metal
track above the exhibit (to take advan-
tage of the building's ()pen ceiling
design). Each box was suspended away
from the wall and :it different heights.
The boxes were hung fl'om the rafters
using stainless steel aircraft cable...a
material not in short supply :it Ames.
Wire grids about 2" off the wall
framed pairs of boxes and created a
screen effect. Each pair of lightboxes was
hooked to its appropriate screen using
"S" hooks purchased at the store (at S.20
each). Finally, the boxes were plugged
into the raceway via extension cords that
were the same color as the wall.
Museums across the U.S. handling
"Science in Depth" before Ames had
spent up to $80,000 to install false walls
and develop custom wiring schemes.
The TID solution, which totaled less than
$1,_00, was roundly praised as superior
to any previous fonnat devised tk)r
"Science in Depth"--regardless of cost.
In fact, Ellen Sandor, 1)irector of
(Art)" Laboratot T and the person who
had made the PHSCologranls available to
Ames. has since suggested that the same
approach be adopted in subsequent
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"Science in Depth"
exhibits.
The very
popular "Science
in Depth" exhibit
ran at the Ames
Visitor Center from
December 1991
through July 1992.
"It was a spectacu-
lar presentation,"
said Morse. "I
applaud TtD for its
v¢ork. '"
Dryden
Targets
Professional
Journals
For more than
two decades,
NASA researchers
have turned to STI
Program professionals fbr assistance
when publishing in the NASA technical
report series. But researchers have not
always relied on STI Progranl expertise
when publishing outside tile NASA STI
tinnily of publications, such as in profes-
sional journals.
At 1)lTden, till that is changing. Now,
when local researchers want to publish
in journals, many begin by contacting the
STI Progranl tk)r assistance. This way,
Dryden researchers :ire freed tip to
spend more time on their research while
STI protL'ssionals handle the publishing
details. At tile same time, the STI Pro-
gram promotes a wider range of services
to its users and builds even stronger ties
with those users in the process.
STI Program assistance in journal
publishing arose from the need to get
more mileage out of the valuable re-
search done at 1)lTden. The STI Program
professionals also wanted to encourage
engineers who did not attend confer-
ences to publish their work in a shorter
format. Tile journal approach was ttle
This photo of NASA aircraft at 13_,den will appear on the cover of the Journal of the American
Aviation Historical Society in the issue carrying Ms. Shafer's article.
perfect arena.
The solution was a Dryden-
developed "hit list" of aerospace publica-
tions. Dryden's senior editor contacted
each publication for a current isstie and
inquired about the editorial ,,vindov,
(`.vhal kind of articles the publication
wanted ), the fl)rmat of choice for submis-
sions (basic manuscript, mechanicals, ()r
electronic), lead time for publication...
and :t wide range of related publishing
COllcerns.
Armed wittl tills information, the
l)ryden STI Progr:ull st;if[: aleited local
researchers: STI was eager to pilot
articles to professional journals.
The first researcher to respond--
others have followed--was Mary Shcifer.
a flying qualities engineer ;.it I)psden and
:All Ass<)ciate Fellow of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(A l AA i.
Shafer's first journal submission,
mutually agreed upon with her I)ryclen
udit(m was originally a NASA TM,
"<lnflighi Simulati(m Studies tit the NASA
1)wden Research
Facility." Shalk'r
had also presented
a paper on the
sanle subject tit
the recent AIAA
Simulation Ted>
nology Conference
in New Orleans.
The first
journal thought
they could use
the article, but
it would have to
be trimmed by
40 percent! sharer
felt strongly that
tile article's
integrity could
not be c()nlpr()-
raised.
t fer STI
Pr{)granl editor
suggested a second possibility, ,flmnml _7/"
IJ?e A#llericgltl dl_ialloH HI'SI¢)#7"ca[ Socie()'.
The editor sent a computer disk contain-
ing the article in a fiat ASCI1 file to the
j_urnal, ;is they had requested. Photo-
g,'aphs ',','ere digitally scanned into the
article, but tile editor gathered up lhe
c,iginals and sent them ,'llong as back-
ups.
The restllt? ,/oun,al o/'tbe American
,.4t,iation llistorical 5V)cietv sv¢ooped tip
the submission...so enthusiastically in
fact that it plans t() run a related l)i3'den
ph()to on tile cover of the isstie contain-
ing Shafer's article. This provides out-
standing visibility to the work _f sharer
and NASA.
"Tile STI people did a wonderful job
getting me rek_rences for this article, then
sending it ()tit for pul)lication," said
sharer. 'Tin so glad this has all worked
_)ut. I'm really proud of that piece."
Searching for SONO at GSFC
The link between STI Program work
l{)dav and NASA progress tomorrow is
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not al`+vays clear. Recent literature
searches at GSFC provide a compelling
example of that connection.
In July 1998, the [T.S. expects to
launch the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatot 3, (SOHO), a spacecraft
destined to make hist<>t3,.
SOIqO is just one component of the
International S<)lar-Tcrrestrial Physics
(ISTP) program. ISTP is an effort to dra,+v
on the resources of the worldwide
scientific community to study the Sun-
Earth system--and then extrapolate this
kn<>`+',dedge to the other planets and the
universe beyond.
SOtlO is a cooperative venture
bet`)`+'ten NASA and the l{uropean Space
Agency (ESA). SOHO's primary function
will be to take remote nleasurenlents of
the Sun and the solar wind with unprec-
edented accuracy.
To do s<), SOHO ,+++,illfirst have to be
placed in an L_ orbit, a "halo" orbit in
which the Sun is in continttous view of
the spacecraft. In an Earth orbit, by
contrast, the Eat-th would periodically
block SOHO's view of the Sun--and
thus hinder the craft's data gathering
ability.
Engineers programming SOHO for
the In orbit have to consider many
accelerations, including the gravity of the
Earth (factoring in the Earth's "non-
sphericity" or pear shape), the Sun, and
the Moon.
Once in orbit, SOHO will experience
a variety of accelerations because of
solar radiation pressure and other factors.
These variations produce small errors in
the halo orbit...e,rors which ,,,+,ill grow
exponentially if neglected. To counteract
this problem and keep the spacecraft on
its predetermined path will require
periodic path readjusm_ents, or "station-
keeping."
In short, the calculations needed to
achieve and maintain the L orbit repre-
sent an ('IlOFIIlOlIS mathematical chal-
lenge.
Steve Stalos, an engineer working for
a major NASA contractor associated with
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
conflonts those challenges daily. Stalos is
a member of the trajectory design team
w<)rking under the Systems Engineering
and Analysis Support (SEAS) contract.
Most of his time is devoted to designing
trajectories for SOHO and other space-
craft,
Various approaches are described in
great detail in a number of ESA dote-
SOHO wlU help us understand the interactions
between the Sun and the Earth's environment.
ments dating from the earl), 1980s.
Unfortunately, many of these documents
are poorly identified and, not surpris-
ingly, hard to obtain. "The Goddard
librarians have been incredibly helpful
with these literature searches," says
Stalos. "They located eve D, document I
requested, usually ve W fast."
"In a larger sense, the international
side of this project is so important," he
says. "These documents are most helpful
in maintaining close cooperation be-
tween the U.S. and ESA."
"When I think about the future and
my work," he says, "and what `+`+'ill
happen when the librarians are given
even more enabling technology...well, I
think I'll be using the Goddard library,
and benefiting flo]n it, for a long time."
As for the SOI--tO project, the future
is focused on July 1995. "When that Atlas
blasts off with SOttO, then starts to arc
and roll toward the Sun," he says, '+that's
the real payoff R)r me+"
Indexing Capability No Longer
Remote at JPL
The recent publication of Microwave
Remote Se_lsDl,g o/'Sea Ice was a water-
shed event for the Jet Propulsion
LaboratoD+'s External Publications Group,
part of JPL's STI Program.
Funded by NASA and the Office of
Naval Research, Remote Sensing offers 26
chapters that cover science's latest
advances in the observation of ice with
satellite-borne microwave instruments.
No other book--worldwide--provides
the same depth and breadth of coverage
of this highly specialized fieM.
Dr. Frank Carsey of JPL's Oceanogra-
phy Group served as editor in chief of
this seminal reference work. Its 67
attthors represent institutions from
around the globe that are in the forefront
of these unique sea ice investigations.
But while JPL's External Publications
Group edited and produced the 475-page
tome, the book `+,,'as also fated as the
forum to debut a talent no one, including
External Publications, knew they had:
index development.
The evolution of the book's chief
text editor into an index builder sprang
from necessity, the time-honored origin
of so much inventive behavior. Near the
end of the book's production process, to
kee t) it on schedule, the editor volun-
teerect to handle the index creation
herself.
To provide this capability, the editor
built a reference file on index creation
procedures, researched other indexed
books on the same topic, and found an
indexing workshop offered nearby.
Another piece of the index puzzle
centered on the suspected flexibility of
1S
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the JPL publishing software.
Tile editor's nev,, task featured
ongoing and frequent exchanges with
Carsey on which items belonged in the
book's burgeoning, cross-referenced
index. But it xvas the JPL software's
ability to allow tetms to be designated in
the text and then incorporated into the
index that ensured the editor's efforts
were both speedy and meticulous.
If few Remote Sensing readers were
aware of the editor's publishing detour,
readers and non-readers alike came to
appreciate the results. Word of External
Publication's indexing expertise spread
rapidly. Even before the book was off
the press, other Laboratory researchers
had already asked JPL editors to handle
index creation for their publications, t_)o.
Remote Se,,sJtl_g w,'as a particularly
appropriate arena R_r introducing new
publishing skills. The subject area it
examines is similarly fraught with change
brought on by new technologies.
Human activities in the polar regions
have undergone incredible transforma-
tions in this century. Among them is the
rex olution satellites have introduced f_w
those twing to gain information on polar
geophysical processes.
"We're at a transition point in sea ice
studies," says Carsey. "We're less con-
cerned with ice itself and more about its
rote ira climate systems. This changu was
the main reason for putting the book
together."
This iUustration from Remote Sensing shows prtmesses that relate to ice cover and how we
monitor sea ice from spacecraft.
As tk)r the book's production pro-
cess, "I have to thank the JPL editorial
staff for their fine work." says Carsey,
himself a nationally renowned expert in
the remote sensing of sea ice. "Their very
great skills and remarkably long hours
helped make this book a great success."
Perspective and Perseverance
Make the Difference at JSC
When STI Program resources are
combined with the talents of a seasoned
scientist-astronaut, the results can be
tk)rmidable. Yet, sometimes success
demands an additional quality...as in the
case of I)r. William Edgar Thornton.
Prior to joining NASA, Thornton
gained extensive experience in both
aerospace and biomedical instrument:,-
tion, which ranged from work on missile
scoring systems to developing the first
mass measuring devices for use in space
travel. He always found library research
and documentation to be an integral part
of the development and use of his
equipment.
On joining NASA, he did many
original studies on the effects of weight-
lessness and countermeasures as a
Capcom and a Principal Investigator on
Skylab. l)uring these studies he devel-
oped many flight items, including the
Shuttle treadmill, which he used during
his flights on Challenger (STS-8 and STS-
SIB). He has earned numerous honors
while at NASA, published extensively (as
his many citations in the NASA STI
Database attest), and secured more than
25 United States patents.
After developing exercise equipment
and other countermeasures for extended
duration Orbiter and Space Station, he
became concerned with other effects
humans may encounter during longer
flights, some of which are now in the
planning stage at NASA. His first step
was to become better acquainted with
'what's out there."
There are major diftE_rences between
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Literature searches at the JSC library
helped Dr. Thornton (shown here) develop
the Shuttle treadmill a device astronauts
rely on to maintain fltness during space
travel
the Earth and Martian orbit environ-
ments--and even more differences to be
experienced while traveling between
them. Common to these "space environ-
ments" are low pressure and density. But
they differ greatly in light, heat, radiation,
magnetic fields, and gravitational
forces...all of which affect human
survival.
Recently, Thornton contacted STI
Program professionals at Johnson Space
Center to help him search the literature
on the characteristics of various space
environments. Unfortunately, the signifi-
cant differences in space environments
are not reflected in some of the current
literature. '% number of the recent
publications highlighted in the auto-
mated search still refer to a single space
environment," he says.
To gain more detailed and accurate
insights into space environments, he and
his colleagues at the STI Program have
turned to more traditional methods.
Two members of the Ice Team proceed with
the ice/frost inspection prior to the STS-50
launch.
"Together, we've been searching
shelves and contacting likely sources for
the information I need--individually," he
says. "The approach may not be high-
tech, but it's producing valuable
results...thanks in large part to the
librarians' extraordinary efforts."
Thornton's research situation demon-
strates the need to enter new research
results into the STI system. Having all the
current research available for reference
can save time, and avoiding repetition of
prior work can save great sums of
money.
Does Thornton expect to go on the
mission to Mars? "No," he says, chuck-
ling. 'TII leave that to my grandchildren.
Still, what we're working on today will
be essential to the success of the Mars
mission--and many others. But no
matter what mission I'm on, I know that
the NASA library system and especially
the local JSC libra W will alw:tys be an
essential resource for my work."
NASA TM Helps the KSC
"Ice Team" Ensure Smooth
Shuttle Operations
One largely unheralded group of
NASA engineers, known affectionately as
the Ice Team, epitomizes an agency
truism: Those who work behind the
scenes can be crucial to the success of
those who make the headlines.
Similarly, little-known NASA Techni-
cal Memorandums (TMs) that detail each
Shuttle launch have become a key
resource for Ice Team members as they
prepare ff)r their launch day activities.
Garbed in bright orange jumpsuits,
the Ice Team is among the few groups to
arrive at the Shuttle pad on launch days,
immediately R)llowing fueling operations.
Outfitted with binoculars, cameras,
infrared thermal imaging detectors,
emergency breathing packs, and two-
way radios, the team is well equipped to
perform its duties with speed and
precision.
"We like to head out to the pad
confident that we know everything we
can about the Shuttle, the weather, and
what awaits us," says Greg Katnik, Flight
Structures Engineer and Ice Team leader.
The NASA TM produced after each
Shuttle launch plays an important role in
building the team's knowledge bank--
and preparing team members for the
next launch.
In 1988, Katnik came to STI Program
professionals at Kennedy Space Center
for guidance in producing a publication
that wot, ld record and analyze Shuttle
operations from his group's perspective.
They suggested he publish a Technical
Memorandum, a NASA publication of
scientific and technical findings that don't
require broad dissemination, and they
gave him advice concerning formatting
the piece (how to set up cover, text, and
approval pages), positioning photos and
captions, and preparing the final pages
for the printer.
"They walked us through the whole
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process," says Katnik. "Now I just bring
in the formatted report. The STI people
handle the printing, the collating, and
bring me back a stack of reports for
distribution. It's that simple."
Areas sununarized in these NASA
TMs created by the Ice Team include:
_., lte--A certain amount of ice
ahvays forms along some regions of the
external tank's foam exterior and around
the umbilicals which connect the tank to
the Shuttle orbiter. One job of the aptly
named team is to make sure the ice isn't
excessive or a potential threat to the
safety of the astronauts or the Shuttle.
• Debris--Team members inspect
the vehicle's exterior for anomalies, such
as loose or dinged tiles, which can restllt
from debris on the launch pad, boosters,
ffiel tanks...anywhere. These anomalies
can require repairs, which cost NASA
time and money.
• Thermal Protection System
(TPS)--A foam is applied to the Shuttle's
external tank to minimize ice buildup.
The team scrutinizes this foam for proper
thickness and density. They also check
the blader on the solid rocket boosters
and tiles on the Orbiter.
• Photographic Analysis--Mission
photography occurs on launch, on orbit
(shots tire taken by the astronauts), and
during landing. The Team reviews eve W
photo, video, and fihn fT)r relevant
performance data.
The Ice Team also incorporates trend
analysis into each TM, shows where
there were problems and how the)' were
solved. Along with text, each TM in-
cludes charts, tables, graphs, and
photos...whatever explains the prob-
lems, and the solutions, best.
"When we first starting producing
the TMs, I got some calls about how
professional they looked," says Katnik.
"Today, my colleagues and I are still
pleased with them--and I think lots of
other people are, tot)."
The work of NASA researchers will play an important role in the development of hypersonic
vehicles, such as the National Aero-Space Plane.
Langley Researchers Let Their
Fingers Do the Walking
Thanks to a service recently offered
by the NASA Langley Research Center's
Technical Libraw, Center researchers can
do more work in less time than ever
before.
Since the first quarter of 1992,
Langley researchers have been able to
access the Technical Libraw's citati_ms
from their workstations using the
Center's wide area computer net,,v(_rk,
LaRCnet. This service is available t() all
of the Center's 2,500 scientists and
engineers.
[Tsing LaRCnet, users can connecl to
the Scientific and Technical Inlk)rmati_m
Libra,'y Automated System (STIIAS), the
integrated library system that provides
access to listings of the library's entire
book and journal collection, as ,,,,'ell :is to
portieres of the document holdings.
The advantages tire obvious. Re-
searchers no longer have to walk or
drive t() the library, ()r phone the librar-
ians and ask them to do a search.
Neither the sweltering heat of August nor
the frosty winds of Februa W affect a
researcher's ability to access the library's
extensive holdings. Year-round, it's
nearly as simple as logging onto your
c()mputer.
STILAS is only the latest libra W
search tool available to Langley research-
ers on LaRCnet. Since the mid-1980s,
Langley researchers have had desktop
access to the NASA STI Database via
RECON, the STI Program's original
information retrieval system.
Cathy McGinley, an aerospace
engineer in Langley's Experimental Flow
Physics Branch, is a strong advocate of
telecommuting to the Center's Technical
Library.
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'Tin a heavy user ()f tile library's
online systems," says McGinley. "I
usually make seai'chcs ()n RECON or
STII,AS every ()ther week, and it's great
not to have to trudge over to the libra W
to do them."
McGinley says she als() likes the
contr()l this new system gives her. "The
librarians can certainly be very helpful,"
she says. "But I prefer to search for
documents on my own, right here at nly
desk. That way, I have immediate access
to the citations. In a time-sensitive
environment, that's important."
Speedy literature searches arc
especially appropriate for researchers
like McGinley who are committed to the
deveh)pment ()f aircraft that travel at
hypersonic speeds (more than 3.000
miles per hour).
McGinley, wh() has completed the
first two years of her Ph.l). in Aerospace
Engineering, says her most recent search
was on a turbulence boundal T layer
investigation.
"When you're working in hypersonic
research," she says, "information from
literature searches goes a long way in
helping you design better experiments.
The results of these experiments will
eventually produce turbulence models,
which will be used to design the hyper-
sonic vehicles of the furore."
"The library is always looking for
new ways to serve us better." McGinley
concludes. "Connecting ST1LAS to
LaRCnet is just one example. Once
you're in STILAS, you can see which
items the library has, and which are
checked out. If you need an item right
away, you simply pick up the phone and
talk to the person who has it. And, once
again, you've never left your work area."
New Lewis Publication Helps
NASA Gear Up for the Future
In the years ahead, cngineers
worldv,4de will be able t() turn t() a 1992
publication from the Lewis Research
The unique cover of STLE Life Factors was a
collaborative effort of the TISD design staff
and an engineer colleague of Mr. Zaretsky's.
Center-- STLE L{/'e Facto,x.for Rolling
Bean'ngs--for unrivaled insights into the
design of rotating machine W. Several
members of Lewis's Technical Informa-
tion Services Division (TISD) can be
proud that they" helped to make this
prestigious public:ttion a reality.
Edited by Erwin V. Zaretsky, Chief
Engineer for Structures at Lewis, STLE
Li/'e Factop,_ will likely influence a broad
range of work at NASA and the aero-
space industo,, including research and
design of aircr:tft engines, mrbopumps
for rocket engines, and gearboxes for
turboprop aircraft and helicopters.
S7ZE L{'/'e Factors represents the
accumulate(l kn()wledge of 18 of the
nation's leading mechanical engineers or,
more specifically, tribologists. (Tribology
deals with the design, friction, wear, and
lubrication of interacting surfaces in, for
instance, bearings or gears.)
For decades, Lewis has been NASA's
lead agency in research on aircraft and
spacecraft pr()pulsion systems and, as
such, has developed tin international
rcputati(m for its research on r()lling-
element bearings and lubrication.
In fact, work done by Zaretsky and
his colleagues has helpccl shape dramatic
improvements in bearing life. [-sing 1940
its the baseline technol()gy, bearing life
v, as five times greater by 1957, 13 times
by 1970, 100 times by 1976, and 200
times greater by 1985! STZE Life FactoJw
d()Ctllllents these nl()lllentotls develop-
nleflts,
This 318-page volunle is tin updated
and expanded versitm of a 34-page
monograph on the slime subject edited
by Zaretsky in 1971. Lewis's TISD staff
assisted Zaretsky in this earlier effort--
ills<) a pioneering publicati()n in its day--
as ",','ell as with scores of technical papers
hc has authored throughout his distin-
guished career.
In 1985, the Society of Tribok)gists
and Lubrication Engineers (STLE) asked
Zaretsky t<) organize a committee of
experts to update and enlarge the 1971
monograph. The committee--composed
()f a cross section of leading engineers
from industry, private research labs,
government labs, and academia--
structured, wrote, and reviewed the new
voltlme.
After Zaretsky edited the basic
manuscript, he passed it on to the TISD
staff. TISD copyeditect the text, then
developed the book's design, which
includes original artwork and more than
100 illusmttions.
"The TISD people made life much
easier for me," he says, "particularly the
copyeditor, who already had a keen
subject knowledge of this field from
},ears of editing my work. This coopera-
live effort reflects NASA's commitment to
technical excellence. STLE L(/'e Factom
can be considered a definitive and
comprehensive overview of NASA's
contribution to rolling-element bearing
technology."
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Re-evaluation of Launch
Systems Launched at MSFC
In recent years, we*re heard much
about the need for NASA to upgrade its
launch vehicles. 111 response to that
need, Chris Barret, a member of Marshall
Space Flight Center's Vehicle Control
Systems Branch, has begun a two-year
study of launch systems. Her findings
could have flit-reaching consequences
for a broad range of future NASA
missions.
The challenge, stated simply: NASA
needs new launch vehicles that do m()re
and cost less. T() help meet that chal-
lenge, Barret is identifying and re-
evaluating design concepts seen in
selected NASA launch vehicles of the
past.
"Now, in this project's early stages,
I'm relying heavily on assistance from
l()cal STI experts," said Barret, alrea(ly a
fi'equent user ()f Library and Technical
Publicati(ms personnel at MSFC. "They're
helping me access hundreds of NASA
technical reports and related literature,
which c()ntain countless critical design
details."
Barrct has been awarded a Center
Director's I)iscreti()nary Fund Research
Award and has begun her research by
reviewing the aer()dynamic flight controls
of such historically important NASA
launch vehicles as the Redstone, Jupiter
c, Saturn I, and Saturn lB.
She'll also look carefully at the flight
control concepts embodied in the Saturn
V, the vehicle she thinks nlay hold the
greatest promise in helping her and
others design new launch vehicles.
Barret is currently a Ph.D. candidate
from the University of Tennessee Space
Institute in Aerospace Engineering. Her
tentative disserlation topic--Launch
Vehicle Flight Stability and Control--
will involve the analysis of rigid body,
elastic body, and sloshing propellant
effect in launch vehicles. Many of her
findings will prove most useful in
I.,,
The Saturn V--in Its day, one of NASA's leading launch vehicles--is
shown here in July 1969 as Apollo 11 begins its historic journey to
the _loorL
her MSFC research.
The purview of her Marshall research
will n()t be limited to the many proven
[-.S. launch systems. She'll als(_ review
aer()dynamic flight control surfaces
currently used in French, Russian,
Chinese, and Japanese launch vehicles.
Further, Barret will assess the state
()f the art in lightweight composite
materials for aerodynamic flight c(mtrol
surfaces. These include fins (a fixed ()r
adjustable airfoil or vane attached
longitudinally to the laL, nch vehicle),
canards (small wings on the vehicle's
n()se), and moveable strakes (v,,el_bcd
surfaces along the fliselage). She might
even design
completely new
flight control
surfaces. "Cerlain
designs of the past
reconfigured in
new materials
might be the best
way to go," she
said.
Armed with
her wealth of new'
information, Barret
will move on to
design flight
control systems.
Then she'll have
wind tunnel
models fabricated
and oversee a
battery of wind
tunnel tests to be
conducted, appro-
priately, at
Marshall--long
known as a leader
in the develop-
ment of NASA
launch vehicles.
The new
technologies and
launch systems
Barret t_lncovers
could light the w.'ay for upcoming NASA
missions of historic importance--and
save this agency enormous costs at the
same time. Asked to name missions her
work might affect, her reply is concise
yet comprehensive: "Any NASA missions
that need a launch vehicle, be they trips
to Space Station Freedom, the Moon,
Mars...or beyond."
Stennis Team Assesses
Hurricane Damage and Helps
Ease the Pain of Thousands
Since its founding, NASA has scored
numerous victories in its attempts to
unravel aerospace mysteries. But some-
a0
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times the agency faces mysteries back on
Earth that are just as perplexing as any
lurking about tile heavens.
In August 1992, when tturricane
Andrew struck the tip of southern Florida
then moved into Louisialm, the destruc-
tive power of the killer storm seemed
ahnost incomprehensible. Thanks to
remote sensing professionals from the
Science and Technology Laboratory at
Stennis Space Center (SSC), the resulting
devastation was brought into focus--and
hurricane cleanup efforts were given a
maior assist, tat SSC, the Science and
Technology Laboratory is part of the STI
Program. )
A phone call from Florida Governor
Lawton Chiles to Vice President Dan
Quayle on August 27 set the process in
motion. The next day, one of the SSC
remote sensing teams was on the Stennis
Lear 23. The plane had been rigged for
data acquisitions and was bound for Ft.
Lauderdale. Their mission? Lend their
expertise to the Governor's Hurricane
Andrew 1)isaster Assessment Team.
On August 29, the Stennis specialists
were at work, acquiring both multispec-
tral digital data and aerial photos of
southern Miami and the Homestead area.
The data were critical to an accurate
assessment of Andrew's impact, which
then helped officials determine how best
to allocate human and financial resources
needed in the cleanup.
Data gathering sessions continued
until September 4, with the team's flights
puncmatect by meetings with the
Governor's staff to review findings and
plan the next assignment. Use of the data
acquired over Florida was also coordi-
nated with representatives of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
and _hc [7.5. Corps of Engineers.
The remote sensing data later
became a crucial part of briefings on
hurricane danmge to the Florida legisla-
ture and the U.S. Congress. With the
supp()rt of the images, the governor was
This is just one of the many remote sensing images taken by the Stennis team foUowtng
Hurricane Andrew. The team's work played an important role in damage assessment and
subsequent cleanup efforts.
able to secure adequate disaster relief
ffmding for his state.
Originally, the SSC team was slated
to provide additional remote sensing
coverage of Everglades National Park,
again to assess the level and nature of
Andrew's destruction. But continuing
harsh weather made those flights impos-
siMe. (Flights over the Park were finally
made several weeks later.)
In short, by simply plying their
trade, members of the SSC remote
sensing team proved an enormous
benefit to hundreds of thousands of
newly h()meless Floridians trying t()pick
up the pieces of their shattered lives.
In a letter written by Governor
Lawton Chiles to Vice President Dan
Quayle some days later, the Governor
said, "I certainly appreciate your prompt
attention to my August 27 request to
have a high resolution photographic
survey conducted of South Florida soon
after tturricane Andrew desolated the
area. The survey contributed significantly
to our efforts to obtain an accurate
assessment of the extensive damage the
storm inflicted upon this vast are:_l." *
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Support Operations
omestically. the l'r_)gram's two)
primary support operations are:
b The Center for AeroSpace
Information (CASI); and
The Technical Information
Service (TIS).
The *FIS fk>llows a process for inptlt
processing its new STI similar to that
described previously for the CASI in "The
R&I) Intk)rmation Cycle." Evex T two
weeks, information from the TIN is
electronically transDired t() the CASI.
At cacti of these locations, th<)usancls
of iecc,'ds :ire added into the NASA STI
1)atabase each month. The CASI fi)cuses
on acquiring technical reporls, adding
more thai-l 37,000 t() the Database
allll.ually. TIS emphasizes pul_lished
literature, such as j()urp, al articles, books
and conference pr(_ceedings. It adds
more than .t7,000 items each year.
Houston
NASA Centers
The NASA STI Program maintains
( )per;iti()ns at NASA (,enters throtlgh_)tit
tile [:nited States. NASA researchers at
these facilities generate much of tile
I'r_ _gram's scientific and technical infl _r
I11:.ltJoll.
Iq)lk)wing is a brief descripti{ m ()f
reccnt S'I*I :lcc<)mplishments at each
Center.
NASA Headquarters Scientific
and Technical Library
Joseph A. Langdon
I h:ad, S&*I" Library & Systems Sul_p()ii
\V:lshingtot'_, I)C
The NASA Headquarters l.il_r;u'y
pr_wicles scientific, technical, and mar>
;igel//Ctlt staff with rapid access t()
information on a cross-section of topics.
Acc()mplishn_ents for t:iscal year 1992
include:
Library Relocated to New
Quarters--As part of the NASA l fead-
NASA Centem
quarters consolidation, the t teadquarters
l,ibrary was m()ved. N()v, l()catud just ()ff
Ihe lobl_y ()f the new Headquarters
ImiMing, the library ottL.rs NASA execu-
lives easy access to its extensive
holdings.
Some [4,000 books and j_)umal titles
and 1.5 million pieces of microfiche were
m()ved within a period ()t ()he week.
Special features of the nm_ library
include an airy reading, I'(1()i11, space-
saving moveable stacks, alt audiovisual
1()()111, separate rc'ference and circulation
;lleas, and additional work Sl)ace for
rt'searchers and lil)ral3, siafl.
The integrated, easy-to-use collecti<m
has special sections inchiding the
Program and Project Management
C{>llection, Quality,,'lqoduct Awareness
Collection, NACA documents, selected
NASA doeurnents including NASA Spechll
Pul)lications, and the C{)ngressional
Record.
• Scientific and Technical Collec-
tions Upgraded--More than 2_0 titles
in key areas of
science and
engineering were
added in FY 92.
• Informa-
tion Requests
Addressed--
Online searching
stnpporls the
research needs {)f
NASA employees
and contractors.
S()me 792 searches
were perf()rmed in
the NASA STI
1)atabase, in
('()tlll]]el'c i_.il1
databases, anti on
CI )-R()M i)roduc'ls.
In aclcliti()ri, the
librai 3' responded
to 2,+i8 referenct_"
ieqttests fr()lll
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NASA staff, c(mtract(>rs, businesses, and
the publk'; chculated 6,93-" items; and
()rdere(J H3,-' NASA d(),.uments for staff
and contractors.
F'h.ts, the library ;issistccl NASA
tlead(luartcrs (>flices in evaluating full-
te:.:t ariel hnagh-ig systems for h-lf()ri+nati()n
retrieval.
• Library Committee Provided
Input--While representing the needs ()f
Head(lu.'trters offices t() the library, tile
Librai T Connnittee reviewed recom-
rnencled titles, assi,,;ted in the writing ()fa
I lead(luarters Libra( T C()llecti()n Devel()p-
tncnt P()lic)', and pr(+vidcd ideas ()n the
,lOW library design.
• Space Station Support Ex-
panded-The library's Space Stati()n
]:reed()ill l()c:tti()n has als() m()',,cd t()
new, larger quarters. The move rctlccts
grow(l+( in lil)rary materials and servk.'es.
Space Station lil)ra W ()ffers an cxpartcting
c()llecti()n of CI)-P, OM t-_r()clucts covering
spc,,ifications and standar(_Is, c()ml)t.ltcr
literature, and rcfetence material.
l)uring fiscal ),.,ear 1¢)92, tile Space
Stati()n library responded t() 609 i-elcq-
once requests from employees and
c()ntntctors based in Rest(m, VA, pcr-
R)rmcd 323 online searches, and ()rcterect
848 NASA tit)cements.
Ames Research Center
Paul Bennett
Chief. Tech.nical Infornlation l)ivisi()n
Mol:tL>tt Field, CA
The Technical [nff)rmation l)ivisi()n
(TII)) is STI at Ames Research Center,
M()ffett Field, CA. TII) prepares ne;uly
200 pul_licati(>ns aFId 2,500 illustrations
each year in supp()rt i)f s()tne 700
researchers.
Accomf)lishment,,; for fiscal vc;lr 1992
include:
• Integrating Total Quality Man-
agement (TQM)it'm)its cuht_ire (sec
page 40 ).
• Stressing computer compatibil-
ity with customers T() best serve AnlcS
researchers, TII) has c()ntintued t() keep
abreast ()f (:urrcnt C()lllputer techn()l()gy.
l)(>cumcnts c()mc into TII) as pr()ducts ()f
a variety ()f C(mlputcr applicati(ms.
Management ensures that tile staff llas
ade(ltmte tinle t() w()rk, train, and expan(.I
its kn()wlc(_tge i)f currerlt tcclln()logy.
Software thr()ugh()ut TI1) itself is stan-
dardized t() maintain Tll)'s (luality outpul
and archiving.
• Helping researchers access the
library. Ames [.il)rary staff developed
remote access s(>ft\varc (Lil)Se;.trcl+t) t()
:ill(),,',, ()n-site Macintosh users access t()
tilt' LilmuT's bo()k c;ltah)g fr()m their
()ffices. Patr()F|s{.'ai't acct:ss large data-
bases (>f inf()rmati(m hinging fr()m
bil)li(>graphics t(), eventually, complete
text ()f NASA teclmical reports. The
[nf{)rnlati<>n Sciences Library, (>pened this
year, supp()rts researclt in :_lrtifici:_tl
intelligence, neural nctw()rks, intelligent
mechanisms, optical pr()ccssing, r()l)otics,
and data managenlcnt s vsten> for
control of tileSpace Stati()n.
Acquisition re(lliests :.Ire nov,/tracked
and documented ()nlinc for accounting
purposes in an easy and uniform v.:ay.
This speeds access t() inforrnation on the
status of bo()k ()rders and increases tile
Library's al)ility to l-}r()vide timely re-
sponses t()patr(ms.
• Illustrating the space program
through graphic art. The Graphics and
Exhibits Branch offcrs its craft to tile
various i)ffices at Ames ;md shares NASA
accomplishtncnts with the pul)lic through
displays at the Smiths(mian (20tll Anni-
versa( T of Pioneer 10) and the Arno's
Visitor Center ("Science in 1)epth,'" sue
pages 13-14),
• Increasing reproduction ser-
vices with less money and fewer
people, ()utptit increased dramatically in
the Ik*pr<)ducti(m Services I+,r;mch. Quick
Copy pr()duced 9()(),000 c()pies per
m()nth (up fic>i'rJ -'q0,(}(R)ill '91 ), :tnd it
printcd u f) t() S3"3,000 co>pies l'.,er m(>nth
( (up fr()m .a2(),(lO0 in '91 ).
RCl-_r()ducti(:,n Services installed ;l
('()l(>t" c()pier xx hic'h is c¢)nnectccl via a
server t() Graphics and Pul)licati()ns.
This allo\\'s (haphics and 1)ul'dicati()ns to)
(>t,utput pr(>()fs "lnd pr()dt,R'ti()n w()rk
dircctly t() thc col()r ,:_'()l_,ier and CUtS
pr(>dt,ictk)n c()sts because c()](}r pr{}()fing
d(>cs n{)t have to> bc sellt It} A \ eild()r.
An(}ther new m:ichinc,, an engineer
ch;ixving c(>picr, can c{)py drawings as
]algc as 3 |eel wide I,y 1{) feet long.
Dryden Flight Research Facility
Gregory A. Shell
(;hicf', P,cp()rts anti Presentatii)n I_,ranch
Edwards, CA
The ST1 l'r()gran/ underwent major
changcs at l)ITdcn in 1992. Thc stage for
thuse dcvclc}pnl(_'nls was set carly in
fiscal year 1991, when Pr()grarn rnanage-
mcnt m()vcd t() l)rydcns Reports and
Presentati(m Branch. Last year saw the
c()ns()lidati()n (,f the Progran-fs functions
as differertt elements ()f the STI 1)r(>gram
m()vcd l() 1)rydcn nlanagclllent.
Accomplishrnents for fiscal year 1992
include:
• Dryden Library was established
as separate ARIN site. The Library's
ac(tuisition, cataloging, and circulation
functions were moved to ti separate
pr{)cessing unit within ARIN, to allow
I)ryden t{} establish its own librat T
p()licies+ The lJt)r;u T also 1)ec;une a fully
functioiliil<t_ menll'lcr ()f OCLC. CtnTeFtt
efforts foc'u,', oll the ;iut()illation of Lil'Jrary
ftincti()ns iilcltldii_.g nlanagenlei_t ftlnc-
titres and increasing use of elcctronic
databases and CI)-ROM products. The
[,ibrai-y, which operates in both the r)os
and Macint(>sh cnvh()nincrds, \_as added
t(> the l)tTdcn ilclw()rk.
• Dryden-authored STI docu-
menLs increased 27 percent over FY
_3
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91 levels during the past year, with
c()nfercnce papers and conference
proceedings showing tile most gr()wth
These products c()ntinue t() l)e published
thr()ugh tile STEPS (Scientific and
Technical E]ectr()nic I_ublishing System)
started in 1990. STEPS allows text and
graphics to be produced by the authors
at their x,a)rkstations, then entered into
the electronic publishing system fl)r
editing, design, and production. About
98 percent of 1)wden's ST1 documents.
inclu(_ling l)resentations, are t-)r(x.luced
electronically.
I)Dx_len contributions to STI literature
included i2 Technical Memorandums,
10 Contractor Reports, 39 Conference
Papers, 11 Conference Proceedings, and
1 j()urnal article.
Dryden's Electronic Presenta-
tions System (EPS) is used for hard-
deadline, high-quality presentations.
[Jsers can create, produce, and sh(>w
presentations electronically. A presenta-
tion can be created at the user's worksta-
tion or I_y submitting it to the Rep()rts
and ]'resentations Branch. User-prepared
prescntatkms utilize guidelines and
templates prepared by the branch, thus
ensuring c()mpliance to Ames, l)rTden,
and agency standards.
Dryden is moving into multi-
media/interactive presentations. The
branch is w()rking with other facility
assets in preparing the facility's first
multimedia preserttation, involving
c()mputer animation c()mbined with live-
action vide(). This prescntati(m (for the
facility's new Integrated Test Facility) has
moved the branch into a new presenta-
ti()ns arena. Future plans call for in-
creased training and devel()pment of
interactive multimedia presentations lk)r
edll(.'ati()nal, research (_Iem()nslrati()ns,
and related uses.
Dryden hosted a High-Angle-of-
Attack Symposium featuring research
conducted using several aircraft :is tcsl
beds: Featured aircraft were the X-29, the
The 1:-18 HARV was one of three fltght programs mentioned in the Dryden conference
proceedings.
X-31, the F/A-18, and the F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV). l)uring
the three-day event, the I)D,den facility
I_osted nearly 300 participants and
produced a four-v()lume c(fllecti()n ()f
high-angle-of-attack research papers (CP-
3137).
Goddard Space Flight Center
Michael V. Woywod
(_hicf. lilformation Management [)ivisi()n
Greenl_clt, MI) and Wallops Island, VA
At Goddard Space Flight (]enter
((;SFC), the hfformation Management
l)ivisi()n co()rdinatcs STI l'r()gram
activities through two branches, Library
Services and Technical Information
Services, which have elements at t)()th
the Greenbelt, Nil), and Wallol)S Island,
\%, sites. STI-related functions include
library services, publicati(m support
(writing, editing, graphics), presentation
graphics support, technical ph()tography,
printing and duplicating services, and
conference support.
In fiso'd year 1992, more than 1,()()0
STI documents were pr()duced by the
(]enter, including some 100 NASA
reports, 400 jouma] articles, and 650
technical presentations. Other accom-
plishments include:
Library Services
• Acquired IEEE/IEE Publications
Ondisc system, which provides access
t() digitized images ()f entire issues ()f
engineering and computing journals,
conference proceedings, and standards
i)ublications.
• Hosted the "Electronic Library
Expo" week. l)cm()nstrati()ns were
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_iven on several of the library's elec-
tronic databases. The f'xpo culminated
with a colloquium delivered by t tchnut
Abt, editor of the Aslro/)h3_icaJ]ourmd.
• Continued Customer Focus
Program, welcoming new n_embers to
the LibraD_ Council. The C{)uncil setwes
as liaison between constituent organiza-
dons and tl_e Libnn'y lh'anch.
• Participated in the STELAR
(STudy of Elcctr()nic Literature for
Astl'onolYfical Research) R&D Working
Group by evaluating the prc)totypc
ot-flirlc interface developed by the
National Space Science Data Center
{NSS1)C). Fund(,:d by Code SMI at NASA
Headquarters. the STEI+AR Project is
brMging online digital images of the last
five years {)f three major astr()nolnic;t]
journals.
Technical Information Services
_. Formed a Publications Commit-
tee mad{: up of prMters, editors, and
visual information spc{.'ialists, as ,,,,'ell as
the Center's Printing Officer and Graph-
its (k}<)rdinator, to provide effi{.'icrlt end-
to-end support to the Ccntt:rs technical
conlnlunit} e. Ctlstomcrs arc often in-
Nearly 35 percent of the computer graphics produced at the Goddard CGF, such as this colorful
illustration, support the Earth Obser*,ing System (EOS) Project NASA's centerpiece of",_lission
to Planet Earth."
volvud in meetings, ensuring that con-
corns are aired early--t)cl{>t+c prol')lems
;.uis(.+.
)," Upgraded the Computer Graph-
ics Facility {CGF) with the addition of
four new pieces of st;ite-{)lLthc-art
h:.lrdw:.uc. CGF production has climbed
st(eadily to last year's record I-,rcaking
total of more than %000 pieces 12,rt)duc(._'d
fi}r over 1,()()0 customers.
• At Wallops, provided graphics
support to the Puerto Rico Sounding
l.h}ckct campaign while supplying
consistent, high-quality printirJ,e, and
gr;q)hics support to the suborbital
s{)tmding r{}{.l-¢cl and sci(:ntific I_all()()n
activities.
Jot Propulsion Laboratory
Charles ll Chapman, III
Man:t_er, l)ocumentation
and Material l)Msi()n
l'asadcrm. CA
To illustrate the processing of planeta O, image& one portion of JPL's display at the World Space
Congress focused on images from the Magellan Mission to Venus.
At the let l'roptdsion l+al-)orat()t T
(Jt)L}, {)per;trod for NASA by the Califor-
nia Institut{: {}f Tcchn{}logy, the I){)cu-
mcntati(}n ;.tn{.l M;tteri;tl l)Msion imf)lu-
mcnts the NASA STI Pr{)gram thr{}ugh ;t
range of supp{}rt activities, inclu{_ling
library s,.:rviccs, supply and equipment,
:lit {}peratic}ns :tnct d(}ctln]entati(}n,
photogr;tpl_y, ;rod printing services.
Recent acc()rnplishm{_'rlts inchtdc:
• Taught technical writing
classes. The 1)( ){.'LlmCtlt;tti{ )n St_'(.'ti{}n
dc\cl{}lX'd and imt-)lumunt(.'d tx_{} new
classes ft)r IPl. l)r(>t_'ssi<>nal dc,`clopmcnt.
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TecbHhcd lKriti#uq tcachus engineers,
scientists, and managers how to research.
organize, write, anti revise reports.
tT#z<f,fiHueri#z<t7 IJoc;Hmentaliotz focuses (m
engine+:ring fog+Ill:its, specifications, avid
writing tools.
• Presented graphics display on
image processing. A four-color, 30- by
40-inch display explaining how plcUlCtary
images ill't_' processed was crc:itcd ill lilt'
Graphics ln-I [()tisc Services (]r<>tlp lkn
the JI'L exhibit :it tile Workt Space
C(mgrcss in \X,:astfingt(m, 1).C. The
display covers processing from lclc'mctry
to inlagC strips t() ill()saics aild c,,cn t_)
ihrcc-dimcnshmal views or viclco
"ill( )\'it'S."
• Formed six committees ofJpl,
lil)raiy staff pcrs(mncl t() study and
lct'()llln/t_'ild illl[)r()\ elllent.s in cross-
training, library Sl)aCC plalaning, lnarkcl-
ing, serials x_ccding, document cMivcry
scl-viccs, arid scrkils the':k-in, routing
clnd trackinj4 systems. Each c'onullittcc"
tile,:,Is (ill a rc'l.{ular basis and pr<_victcs
pr(>grcss rcp(irts ;it the weekly library
staff nit:ling.
• Conducted customer survey.
"l'hc l)uplicalin 7 Set+vices ($t()tlp (if lhc
l>hoto,f4ral_hic, Printing, and Duplicating
Sol+vices Sccti(m sent a CtlstOnlcr satisfac-
ikm,'conccms StllVt_,v i() l/)()0 of its
clic, nts. Nearly "_()0 rcsp(mscs xvcrc
received, with C'tlSl()nlcr sat:stat'lion
avciagin_ ill tilt' tll'_l_c'r 90ih pcrccniik'. A
notice \_as publisl-lc'd lalxmtt<ny-',victc t_>
identify optimal hours of opcrati_m lkn
s:ttcllitu duplicclthl_, sites.
• Inaugurated Electronic Publish-
ing. hl mic1-1991, an t{Icctr(mic lhit)lish-
ing System Implclncnt;iti<)il Team \vas
f<)rmcd with I)ivision 6.i. A th<)tough
stl_ldv of the t\v_> systems availablc fr(itil
industry--Kodak "Li(mhcall"' and Xerox
"'1)( )t'tltcch"--',,,':ls c(mq_letcd in Junc
1992. The Xerox "l)ocutcch" ',',':is se-
lected ;is the systc'ill that best mccls JPL's
printinl4 rc(luircmctlts. Thus: rccluhc-
nicnls tcflcct ftiture JPI, pul+lishing ilc, cds
thal t<Hl<_w the
clowngr:lding of
the JPl. printing
facility to a dupli-
cating facility,
\\ hich was cl'l_'c-
ti\c l)cccml)cr 31,
1992.
Johnson Space
Center
Carol Homan
l)cputy Chief,
.\'1a tlagClllCllt
Scrvk'es I)ivisk)n
1t(>ust( )n, "I'X
The S'I_I
[ll'()_dI'LIIl] Lit the
l,vtxh)n B. I<)hnson
spac'c Center (JS(])
C()lltinucs It) Iaisl_"
h)c<il ailtl Agency-
wide inter:st in
l)l'( )gl';llll inf()mla-
ii(>il services and
related c;tpal)ilitics.
14cotilt acconlplish-
re:ills iilc lcictc:
• Hosted the
1992 STI Program
Annual Confer-
ence. I lctd from
April 28-May 1.
1992, the event
<fffcrcd {>pportuni-
l it_'s [_>r attendees t(> share inl_umati_ ,n ()n
nc*\_ tccl+inol(>gics in graphics, printing.
imi)lic:itions and library scion:c. _M¢>tc
Ill;it1 1()() NASA S'l+I lJroglatll ]ll{)fcssi()ll --
:lls fr<ml across tile a<gency attended the
c'()ntk_'i+c'ncc, whose thc'illC--"A Ncxv
Inf_>rnlation Era"--sumnlcd up the
,,vc't_'J,(s lllellloral)lc proceedings.
• Provided publications expertise
during the production of several
special Center documents, :tin< mg
thc'm 7t.+e Space l:Thtcalor_ floHdt_o+d,,, :l
fh'<,t-<+t-its kind .ISC pul+lic'ali(m. (;rc<ltcd
'g 1992
Pioneerin_ Space ExlUoration
The JSC Strategy
JSC's major, long-term goals and strategies are outlined in Pioneering
Space Exploration.
ill tfypcrcard on ;t Macintosh system, the
ttanclbook is a c()mpilation of historical
milestones, statistical data, c'()l<>rfcil
anecdotes, and tcac'hing t_'xcrt'ist's
ctSS()ciatcd with the U.S. Space Prograni.
Available on disk from JSC's New
Initiatives office, this "soft-copy docu-
ment" is expected t(> I)ccomc a valuable
education resource for students and
teachers thr()ughout tt_c nail(re.
• Assisted in producing the
Center's long-range plan. After JSC
senior managcnlcrit finishccl drafting
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their goals, ()hjcclixes, and xision :is
emb()died in the Center's long-range
plan, STI Program Branch staff lent
assistance in writing, editing, and design-
ing a d()cument that c()illnltltlicawd these
new goals and strategies to Center
ernl)loyees and stakeholders.
Every member of the senior sial't
signed the restllting document vchich,
according to one senior staffer, "inte-
grates the technical and programmatic
inputs ()f a large and diverse committee
into a coherent set of goals and objec-
tives and clearly C(mln-lunic:ltes the future
vision and mission ofJSC."
• Greatly expanded STI Center
capabilities through the implementa-
tion of LAN-based applications. The
CI)-ROM rlet\vork was expanded to
provide Center-wide access to such
databases as NTIS, Computer Select, and
[NSPEC by tile end of 1992. The STI
Center's Management Inlk)rmation System
(MIS), which is also LAN-based, now
includes modules for acquisitions and
document delive W. By the end of 1992,
tl_is system inchided reference and
oxerall work control functions.
Automation of tile acquisitions and
clocun-lent delivery flmctions has thus [:ar
improved processing time by more thaH
11)0 percent in some areas while reduc-
ing labor resource requirements. The
SIS was developed in-house by STI
Center staff using existing C(mlputer
resources.
Kennedy Space Center
Lex O. Pierce
Chief, Sul)ply, Transportation, and
Services Division
Kennedy Space Center, FL
At the Kennedy ,Space Center (KSCL
STI Pr()gr:lnl activities focus ()n the
Technical 1Jl_rary and its information
services. Activities ()f most Pl()gralll 1.15(21,'-;
are related to the Center's prima_ _
missi(m--launching the Space Shuttle.
Recent accomplisl/mcnts include:
• Completely renovated the
Library's Reading Room and Specifi-
cations and Standards Department.
Compact, movcal_lc" sheh'ing was added,
new carpeting was installed, and ,,,,*:ills
and ceilings were repainted. Plus, space
in tile Lil)iary's Reading R()()m has been
expal-_dcd to ac'C(Hllnl()d_.tle sevelal lle\v
terminals for RECON, the palr()n catalog,
and CD-ROM searching.
• Established special collection of
Total Quality Management (TQM)
books and articles. The Lil)rai T main-
rains, prints, at_.d distributes a current list
of TQM titles t() Center organizations.
The collection is pr()minently displayed
in the library for visil)itity and ease of
use. All catalog entries arc idcntificd:
special clatabasc Seal'dles are condt_lCted
upon request. This popular new collec-
ti(m recently grew to more than 700
entries.
• Created special metric system
collection t() support the m:mdated
NASA transition t() tile metric system.
• Broadened services to research-
ers by joining the Florida Informa-
tion Network. Membership llr(>xides
frc'e interlibrat T l()an t() partic'il-mnts in
this stale\vide rlel\v<)rk of libraries. The
IJhrary's nc\v meml_cishitl was :i I()gical
()utgr()xxih (>f iis existing l_artic'il_ati{)n in
the (_entral Fl<,ida Lihral T (]ons()rtitun.
• Converted to a new serials
management system. This move
strt2:.illl]int_'s I,il)r:uy ()l)e]atit)ns since In()lc
than 3,00t) serials titles arc routed :it KSC
annualh'.
• Upgraded graphics capabilities.
The NASA KSC (;ral-flfic's Aut()inati(m
Svstem has been hooked up t() a new
c()]()r c'()piel. System m()dificztti()ns have
made it p<>ssible fl)r artx\<)rk v(_ be
printed directly fr()m the c()ml_uter
netw()rl,:. Initially. this enhancc'lllenI
()tT(2I'S lll()Ye c()nvenJence I() tlSCl'S I)V
stlpp()rting printing--c()mph,'tc, ready l()r
pick-up--()f the Center's c<)l()r (;roup
Achie\en|ent,, Flight Av,,'arc'ncss Award
certificates and the pr()cessing ()l presen-
t;lli()n m:ltcrials (including charts, graphs,
and vicwgraphs).
Renovations at the KSC Technical Librat 3, are translating into improved service to nsers.
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Langley Research Center
Andreu, J. Hansbrough
(;hicf, Rcse;uch ]nf_)rmati()II
and Al_plic;lii(ms Division
t I;Imp[( )n, VA
I)uring fi,,cal year 1992. NASA
L:mgley Research Center c()ntril')uti()ns t()
STI liicrattuc included 339 NASA techni-
cal rcp()rts, 280 i()urna] articles. 1.013
mcctin M presentations, 41 technical
I)rids, t2 t)atcnts, and 1._ c<)nlc'rcn,.cs {)r
w< )rksh()l)S Sl)()ns()red ()r c()-sp()ns()ro, l
by I,anglcy.
Rcccrn acc()mplishmcnts include:
Video Section of the Visual
Imaging Branch produced more than
150 original videos in fiscal year
1992. Several of these videos art_' being
used as supplements t() L,mglcy-auth()rcd
technical l't,l)()llS, l Tnder tile auspices ()1
tile Chief Scicnlisl. ftittn'¢ considcrati()n is
lacing given t() preparing an "electronic'
technical report,
• Technical Editing Branch
provided considerable support
(editing and design) in the produc-
tion of the Center's 75th Anniversary
Book, Winds of Change.
• Photographics Section of the
Visual Imaging Branch acquired high-
resolution, high-speed video cameras
i() supp()rt the Cc'nters wind she:H
re'search: flight experiments.
• Graphics Section of Printing
and Graphics Branch produced the
Aircraft Rescue Handbook The
(;ral)lfic's Section devised stratt:,,.a, ic'_, f()r
reducing lab()r and matc'rials c()sts on
this short run, labor-intensive col{)r
publicatitm. The Section als(> dcvcl()ix'd
an int-'xpcnsive m(._lh()d ()[ [ar()dllcing,
vinyl letters for large display elements
and <me-of-a-kind signs.
• Publications Section printed
265 classified or controlled jobs
totaling 31,261 pages and 5,783,143
units. Tiffs Section of the l.angley
Two Langley photographers prepare for an aerial shoot.
l)rintine and Graphics l_ranch print,_ and
di,,,Iributcs NASA technical rcp()rts h)r Ihc
t'nlirc agency. Certain ()f lhcsc reports
;ire cl;issified ()r ct)mrotlcd.
Lewis Research Center
Richard E. Texler
(;hicf, Technical lnformati()n
Services I)ivisi(m
Clcx el:rod. ()H
1.<:\vis Rest:arch (;cntcr's Tcchnic:d
Infc>rination Services I)ivisi<m ¢TISI))
iml)lcmcnls tile STI Pr()gram ttn'()ugh the
f(>lh)wing I)ranchcs: Graplfics :incl
lqxhibiis, lqaotogral)hic and Printing,
Iklit()ri;t], and l+ibrary.
1902 was another record year ira
numbers of publications, Lmvis-hostcd
confc'rcnccs, and olht_'r S'l'l-rcl:itccl
activitic,,,. Total productitm ;.tt TISI)
included 728 technical rcp()rts arid l()q
I_r(>cllcues. l_s:.ige (ff tt_e onlint" Iil_r:u",'
literature rcqties! card. clcvct()ped in
April 1991, increased by 26.6 pc'rcc'nt.
A i()tal of 3,21"_ c'lc-cIr(mic rc'quc'sts
were 111:t(_it'.
Ahhough budj4c, l C-tllS have severely
at}t,clcd TIS1). the innov;ttion and
creativity ()f tilt_" staff has resultc'd in the
t( )11(>wing act( mq_l ish mcnls:
• Lewis branch chief represented
NASA on the Technical Information
Panel of the Advisory (;r()up l<)r Aero-
,<_pac'c Research and l)cvcl<)t)mcnt
(AGARI)) in Lisbon, P()lltl,_al.
• Lewis Document Repository
was established t() so, rye as an
iillcrccqaluq"iiatcragc'r'_cy ]c)(':lli()ra for
rc'|'t-'rt:i_.('t_"cn()c'tlmt_'nls pt_q+taJrling t()
e,()vernment spc'cificati<ms, standcuds and
e,uidclincs used ira dcvcl<)ping shuttk:
and l_xpcndal)lc l,:ttinctl Vehicle (ELV)
I)ayl()ads.
• Lewis Library provided foreign
language services )() Lewis staff. These
28
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services facilitated the c()mpletion of
several projects.
• The Lewis Library Outreach
Program was presented to 45 re-
search and development branches.
Each program was customized to reflect
the intormational needs of the individual
research area, and to explain librar3_
services.
• Lewis Library User Committee,
composed of representatives from
the directorates, was very active. The
Committee held 10 meetings, developed
their charter, and presented 2 proposals
for improving library services.
• Lewis Publication Policy Review
was conducted by the Editorial
Branch; a preliminary report was
submitted to the Administrative and
Computer Services Directorate Office.
• Lewis Image Browsing and
Retrieval Archive (lIBRA) Project was
initiated. LIBRA is a joint effort involv-
ing the Computer Services l)ivision and
TISI). It will initially supply an informa-
tion retrieval system for scanning,
archiving, browsing, retrieving, and
printing photographic quality images in a
networked environment.
• A Traveling Art Show was
developed as a combined effort be-
tween the External Programs Directorate
and TISD. The show will educate the
local community and promote an aware-
ness of the opporttinities in the institu-
tional areas of Lewis by means of a
visual display of science and
engineering.
• Services to users were im-
proved, by downloading the results of
literature searches to requestors' elec-
tronic mail accounts, resulting in de-
creased response time and elimination of
paper copies.
• Templates for various society
formats were made available to Lewis
researchers who prepare their own
documents for publication.
Marshall Space Flight Center
Annette K. Tingle
Chief, Technical Information
and Services Branch
Huntsville, AL
At the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC), the STI I}rt}grzml is c{}()rdinated
through the Technical h-iformation and
Services Branch ()f the Management
Operations Office. The MSFC Technical
Libral T, Technical Pubticati_)ns, and
Documentation Repositot T are part of the
branch.
The MSFC Librai3/works in coordina-
tion with the local Redstone Scientific
Infom_ation Center (RSIC), operated by
the U.S. Army Missile Command under
joint Amly-NASA sponsorship.
Recent accomplislmlcnts include:
• The MSFC staff interviewed 116
engineers and scientists during phase
two of the STI Council user survey, in
support of a NASA STI Ih'ogram request.
These interviev,'s (q5 percent more than
the minimum sample recluirement)
offered new insights into ciser needs and
afforded :in opportunity to further
publicize STI products. One restilt:
interest in and requests for SC14N in-
creased more than 30 percent.
• The MSFC library upgraded its
speed of access to databases with the
addition of two new 486 PC terminals. It
also acquired the capability for ffiture
online document image retrieval from the
This photo of technicians de-icing a rotor is just one example of the imaging support TISD's
Photographic and Printing Branch provided in 1992for the 011-58 Tail Rotor Ice Impact
Program at Lewis.
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MSFC l)ocumentation Repository.
RSIC enhanced its services to include
implenlentation of a copying service
giving rush or one-day service t() patroons
()n photocopying of library materials.
RSIC also has the ability to search foreign
databases and provide translations in-
house or through the NASA STI Pr()gram
or other contractual services.
• In fiscal year 1992, the MSFC
Technical Publications area submit-
ted almost 1,000 documents to the
CASI, including 78 NASA technical
reports and 175 contractor reports.
The popular STS Glossarr aml
Acro,o,m Listing, last published in 1985
as NASA Reference Publication 10"39, was
updated and prepared in hard copy and
disk format for local automation use.
The online version is used in the Shuttle
Projects Office and has the capability tbr
use as a Center-wide public applicati(m.
The MSFC Documentation
Repository made substantial progress
with enhancements to its UNIX-based
Reposito W Automated Optical Imaging
System (RAOIS). The VAX online index,
which is available Center-wide, indicates
the format (paper, microform, or optical
disk) of the RepositorT's more than 1"S
million engineering drawings and other
technical documents.
The Repository can now receive
drawings and documentation electroni-
cally from MSFC internal and external
sources. Retrospective scanning and
optical disk storage has been completed
for a considerable number of drawings
and documents, including MSFC speci[i-
cations, Shuttle configurati(m data, and
propulsion systems data. These images
can nov,: be ret,ieved for viewing and
use by the engineers at their own
workstations.
Stennis Space Center
Robert R_ Jeffries
STI Manager, SSC
Hancock C()unty, MS
At Stennis Space Center, the STI
Program encompasses the Technical
l,ibratT, the Science and Technology
Laboratol T (STL), and the Technology
Transfer (]enter.
In fiscal year 1992, Stennis Space
Center's output of STI materials included
20 journal articles, 25 public conference
proceedings papers, 8 Technical Memo-
randums, and 7 chapters for scientific
and technical books.
Other recent STI Program accom-
plishments at Stennis include:
• Technology Transfer Center,
through its Visiting Investigator
Program (VIP), assisted U.S. indus-
tries by providing remote sensing data
to improve their commercial operations.
(For more insights on the remote sensing
capabilities at Stennis, see the case study
on Hurricane Andrew on pages 20-21.) •
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CllNDI
CENDI is an interagency working
group composed of senior STI
managers from the NASA STI Pro-
gram and the U.S. Departments of:
D, Commerce National Techni-
cal Information Service (NTIS)
l, Energy Office of Scientific
and Technical Information (OSTI)
_, Ddense Defense Technical
Information Center (DTIC)
• Health and Human Ser-
vices National Library of Medicine
(NLM).
These managers have responsibil-
ity for STI at agencies representing
more than 90percent of the $70
billion Federal R&D budget.
The STI programs at these
agencies have many common inter-
ests. CENDI was chartered in 1984 in
recognition of this, and to maximize
the opportunities for member agen-
cies to share resources, avoid duplica-
tion of effort, and improve each
agency's effectiveness.
CENDI is making significant
progress in helping ensure that
Federal STI is used to enhance U.S.
economic competitiveness.
CENDI has been the focal point
in working with other Federal
organizations on STI policy and in
supporting the improvement of U.S.
competitiveness, particularly in the
ways U.S. success is dependent on
high technology. These include
_oulm from both the executive
branch--Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP), Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), and
Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs (OIRA)--and the legislative
branch--Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA).
CENDI also maintains a continu-
ing dialogue with the National Acad-
emy of Sciences (NAS) for the devel-
opment and analysis of STI issues.
In addition to these crosscutting
agencies, NASA works with CENDI to
meet with other agencies and with the
private sector on topics of interagency
interest. In 1992, these other organiza-
tions included the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA), the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS), the Library of Con-
gress (LO, the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA), the
Association of Research Libraries
(ARL), the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS),
and the Harvard Program for Science,
Technology, and Public Policy.
CENDI activities emphasize
cooperative programs, joint funding of
special projects, joint efforts in data
gathering and analysis on STI issues,
and sharing database records. For
instance, the NASA STI Program has
ongoing exchange agreements with
NTIS, DOD, and DOE to process
computer tape input from each of
these agencies.
Each CENDI agency has an
extensive international program.
CENDI helps ensure that the U.S.
maintains the strongest position in STI
negotiations and that the best use is
made of foreign information received
under each exchange program.
The NASA STI Program plays a
key role at CENDI:
P, NASA holds the chairmanship
of CENDI's Networking Working
Group, the special committee charged
with determining how agencies can
best cooperate in their development
of STI networks and gateways.
t- NASA is the lead agency in the
CENDI Directory Project, which is
looking at information directory
(yellow pages) standards and the
possibility of creating a directory
network that would link each
agency's online directory resources
with a national STI network.
NASA participates in the
following other CENDI working
groups and projects: Video and Non-
Print Standards Project to look at new
forms of scientific publishing; SGML
Data Type Definition Project to
explore how to format documents for
electronic full-text transmission and
storage; User Education Program to
help promote information literacy;
and Cataloging Standards Working
Group to help develop compatibility
in agency databases for economies of
scale.
P, In 1992, the NASA STI Program
made contributions to an OSTP
initiative to review policy aspects of
STI in the context of the health of
U.S. science and technology policy.
D-In cooperation with CENDI,
NASA helped develop implementa-
tion standards and procedures for the
information components of the
National Technology Preeminence
Act of 1992. •
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oday, mort, ttoa;z half of the world's
scientific and technical intk)rination is
produced outside the United States.
What's more, offshore technology and
science is now, in many areas, equal to
or ahead of the United States.
At NASA, these facts are a cause for
action.
For U.S. aerospace leadership and
international partnerships to continue,
NASA researchers must have rapid access
to the spectrum of STI produced by both
domestic and international sources.
That's why the NASA STI Program
continues to buikt bridges with a wide
variety of STI sources worldwide. Two
trends reinforce this need:
_- Budget pressures here and abroad
have increased the need for international
cooperation. From the U.S. perspective,
access to foreign STI has the effect of
doubling or even tripling U.S. R&[)
I)udgets--with negligible cost to the U.S
government, industry, or both.
P. 17.S. leadership in critical technolo-
gies is being challenged by aerospace
entities throughout the world.
In accordance with guidelines
formulated by the STI Council, the NASA
STI Pr_gram is committed to a review
and expansion of the scope and cover-
age of the NASA STI Database. The
Program's International staff has already
begun to identify n-lechanisms that will
help reach these goals. European organi-
zations have made suggestions as well
Further, in the coming months, the
Program expects to receive recommenda-
tions on expanded coverage directly
from international contributors and users.
NASA STI Program representatives
have met with NASA's International
Relations (Code IR), to devise additional
strategies and cooperative efforts for
acquiring international STI. The STI
Program is working closely with Code IR
count W experts to determine the NASA-
related technology strengths of other
nations. Next, the Program will identify
documentation centers or acquisition
channels, then develop exchange
agreements appropriate to the new
political realities of the 1990s.
One of those realities is that the
Program is committed to ensure equity in
O,S"
1 Germany ..........
France .....
Japan
1 I i i
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STI exchanges with its international
partners.
Another reality--the increased
importance of nations with developing
aerospace programs related to topics
such as global change--is the driving
force behind the NASA STI Program's
move to invite those nations to join its
coalition. Greater attention given to
nations such its Brazil will assist these
countries in their growth and add to U.S.
aerospace knowledge by disseminating
the results of the work of each countw's
top researchers.
Expanding the scope of international
aerospace information beyond research
and development publications to nu-
meric and image databases is yet another
long-range direction. Recent develop-
ments in computer and telecommunica-
tions technology, taken in conjunction
with a growing spirit of international
cooperation, help make this goal
attainable.
As for our daily activities, the
international component of the STI
Program continues to rely on three basic
kinds of exchange agreements: bilateral,
ESA tripartite, and national.
Bilateral Agreements
Dating from the mid-1960s, bilateral
agreements were the earliest exchanges
between individual foreign organizations
and the NASA STI Program office. Many
such agreements are still active.
In 1991, more than 70 foreign
organizations sent us more than 2,800
reports and papers from Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, the Common-
wealth of Independent States, Czechoslo-
vakia, I)enmark, Finland, France, Ger-
many, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Nether-
/ands, Norway, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Poland, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the
United Kingdom.
As just one step toward revitalizing
current foreign exchange relationships,
Dr. David Abir (left), Professor of
Aeronautics at Tel Avtv University and
former President of the International
Committee on Data (CODATA), and Dr.
David Lide, NASA STI Program, recently met
in Paris at the Headquarters of the
International Council of Scientific Unions
(ICSU) CODATA to discuss international
data management issues.
the Program conducted a review of more
than 200 bilateral document exchange
agreements. The core question--are the
exchanges equitable? The review looked
at the volume of materials exchanged,
identified nonperforming organizations,
and initiated actions to revitalize non-
productive exchanges.
ESA Tripartite Agreements
Through ESA and its predecessor,
the European Space Research Organiza-
tion (ESRO), NASA has an umbrella
relationship with the major Western
European countries that dates back more
than 25 years.
Today. this mutually rewarding
ass()ciation has evolved into it special
partnership in which ESA acts as the
consolidator of European input to NASA
flom various aerospace-related institu-
tions, and as the distributor of NASA
intk)rmation back to these same institu-
tions. As a major online European
database host, ESA provides online
access to the NASA Aerospace Database
for Europe, (The NASA Aerospace
I)atabase contains citations to the richest
supply of aerospace report and journal
literature in the world.)
ESA has taken over management of
many previous bilateral exchanges with
European institutions in member coun-
tries under what are called NASA/ESA
tripartite agreements.
The NASA STI Program has recently
conducted a survey of the NASA/ESA
tripartite exchange organizations. The
Program received more than 80
I_r, ti_ _ us _ b _at_
U,8. Ja_ln Agreement CENOl ICSU/ICSTI NA TO/AGARO
• Tokyo , We_dlingtoN • Pads * Brussels
• OakRidge, TN
The NASA STI Program participates in many national and international
organizations that help strengthen member awareness of STl issues.
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responses fiom all
European coun-
tries. A detailed {
analysis of survey
resuhs has been " +k
completed :rod is , !.
being used for
strategic planning
regarding the
NASA/ESA rela-
tionship.
In 1991, ESA
provided NASA
with 4,066 cita-
ti()ns. Each was
fully indexed anti
al)stmcted accord-
ing t() NASA
specificati(ms--
mvking it ready for
loading into the
NASA Aerospace
l)atabase-- and
backed by copies
()f tile complete
repcwts. These
reports were
submitted to NASA by ab()ut 150 ()rgani-
zations from 13 \Vesture l'ur()pcan
countries.
Thomas Lahr (far left) and Michael Streeks (far right) of NASA and Naoko Nihei (second from
left) and Mlyuki Akiyama of the Technical Information IMvision of NASDA toured NASDA's
Tsukiba Space Center during a preliminar), ST! exchange meeting.
Nation to Nation
In many cases, the NASA STI Pr()-
gram has ad()pted a nati()nal level
aI)pr()ach in dealing with <)ther c()tmtrics.
lnder this strategy, NASA and the
t'()LII'III'V'N nati()nal organizati()n handling
aer{)Sl_aCC activities sign a "Technical
Pr( )I{ )c( )l. '"
(i()tlI_ll'ies ;il'e selected for l)r()t()c()b,
I)a_,cd _n NASA inlelCSt in the ,,t)tllHrv's
R&I). Single
c()tlntries in some
cases ;ire ac-
knowledged
leaders in select
scientific and
technical disci-
plines.
The pr( )t( )c( )Is
call for the NASA
counterpart
organization to
act as tile c()()rdi-
nator for tile
exchange of
aerospace infer
mation between
NASA and that
count W. Under
this arrangement,
tile partner has
access to NASA's
Aerospace
Datal)ase in
exchange f(), that
counto"s infl)r-
mation.., provided
in specified formats coml)atiblc '.',-ilia the
NASA information processing system.
T() date, we have hmgstanding
n;tti()nal level agreements with Canada,
Israel, and Australia. and neg(>tiations
with .lapan were COlnpleted in No'con>
I)er 1992.
Nation Io Nautlon Ixakannlos
•-,4t, ,t_lamon, l,oolt
Iaeae.g--NASA signed the Fast
nation to nation Technical Protocol in
1986 with the Israeli Space Agency
(ISA). ISA is part of Israel's Ministry for
Science and Development.
Atmtralllv--NASA and the Austra-
lian Department of Defence, Informa-
tion Services Branch signed the Austra-
lian national agreement in early 1988.
After a period of negotiation over
cooperation in certain technical areas,
the agreement was fully implemented
in 1990.
Canada--In 1989, NASA signed an
agreement with the Canada Institute for
Scientific and Technical Information
(CISTI) of the National Research Council
of Canada. The agreement, which has
been fully implemented, provides for
the mutual exchange of both paper
documents and bibliographic database
information.
Japan--Negotiations were com-
pleted in November 1992 with the
National Space Development Agency
(NASDA) of Japan. The agreement calls
for two phases of exchanges: in the first
phase, paper copy and electrottk:
citations from NASDA and other
participating Japanese o_ will
be exchanged for NASA doe.toronto,
The second phase will provide J_l:mta:
with access to the NASA Aerospace
Database; this phase will begin
NASDA collects and prepares el_
citations for aerospace related materials
from relevant Japanese organizations. -
_4
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AGARD
AGARI)--the Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research and l)evelopnlent--
is an agency ()f the North Atlantic Treat T
Organizati()n (NATO) MilitaD _ Committee.
F()undcd in 1982, the agency's main
tasks are to:
• Exchange information relating to
aerospace R&I) am()ng NATO nati()ns.
• Stimulate cooperation among the
nations.
• Advise NATO's military committee.
AGARI)'s operations are carried out
by nine technical panels. One of these--
the Technical Information Panel (TIP)--is
composed of inf()nnation center manag-
ers and administrators as well as informa-
tion specialists. All 36 TIP members are
fiom NATO nations.
Recent AGARD developments in
which NASA STI members played a key
role inch_Me:
• Installed NASA's Cotter as TIP
Chair--In October 1992, Glady*s Cotter,
Director of the NASA STI Program, was
elected Chair of the AGARI)/TIP. Cotter
also serves as the U.S. Panel Coordinator
for AGARI)/TIP.
• Developed STI Research
Agenda--NASA coordinated the TIP
workshop in Lisbon, Portugal, which was
aimed at developing a research agenda
on issues related to STI management and
policy. Attendees not only identified key
developments and issues in information
science programs, but recommended
areas for further study.
• Participated in Basic Documen-
tation Practices lecture Series--In
support of past AGARD publications on
information management, Gladys Cotter
and Walter Blados, International Special-
ist for the NASA STI Program, partici-
pated in a seminar to update the infor-
mation in these publications and to help
improve basic documentation practices.
They lectured in Greece, Portugal, and
Turkey on the mechanics of data trans-
International Contributors to the NASA STI Database STAR end IAA
Calenclar Year 1992
Comm(mmmlffi of I_ _ 1_ 7%
The ten leading international contributors to the NASA STI Database help account for its depth,
diversity, and value to users.
fer, the principles of responsible informa-
tion exchange, coping with the prolifera-
tion of information, and the variety of
media currently available.
• Compiled Factual and Numeric
Databases Directory--In cooperation
with the other NATO nations represented
on TIP, NASA compiled a directory of
factual and numeric databases that have
been developed by individual NATO
nations. These databases may be made
available for use by other nations. The
directory is a pilot project consisting of
about 120 database entries. It is hoped
that the directory" will prove useful, and
that succeeding issues will significantly
expand the number of database entries.
• Helped to Implement Upcoming
Projects--Two important TIP projects
under development are a workshop and
seminar dealing with proactivity in
information support and se_*ices, and a
workshop on an international aerospace
system. Ongoing efforts by NASA STI
Program personnel are helping ensure
the success of these projects.
Foreign Acquisitions Workshop
The NASA STI Program recently
hosted the second Foreign Acquisitions
Workshop for U.S. agencies active in
acquiring foreign documents.
Under the theme of "Putting the
Pieces Together in a Changing World,"
attendees participated in discussions
addressing such international STI chal-
lenges as: dealing with the Common-
weahh of Independent States; Eastern
European developments; Translation:
Human and Machine; and Optical
Scanning and Optical Character Recogni-
tion (OCR).
The workshop included meetings
and discussions of interagency coopera-
tive programs, a look at technology
impacting foreign acquisitions, and a
keynote address by Dennis M. Bushnell,
Associate Chief of the Fluids Mechanics
I)ivision at Langley Research Center. •
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muiM!tn aDu,m, .qao
N**d
foe Imlo_onaut m
Russia and the client states of the
former Soviet Union are among the
largest in_matiOimt contributors to the
NASA STI Database. Denn_ M_
Bushnell of Langley Research Center is
among the scores of NASA reaearchers
who appreciate the value of foreign
STI in general, and Russian STI in
particular.
Most reseatwh at Langley is in
aeronautics, focusing on ways to
improve toci_s aircraft---and develop
concepts and tcc:hnolo_ for future
aircraft. Bushn_ and his colleagues
rec_. turned to Russian STI secured
through the STI Program to accelerate
advances in th_ work.
By 8fta_'_l NASA researchers access
to 3"77 that includes _ current--and
perbaps _work of mterna-
gonai c_. V.S. n_eambers
fn_Tea_ a_r opporrunf-
to __roushs. As an
added bonus, _ rasources are made
available to NASA _lmbers at a
relagvely low ¢O,t to thfs agency.
Asthe exar es
demonstrate, _ on earlier
gains--a __ for all
researchers--_ mm whether or
not ttm _ was conducted
lathe U.S.
Tht_ ftmr a_ case
stcdies _ how Soviet research of
the mld-19_ !___ make
The lead_ edS,, or rao_ fc¢ward
portion of it wtr_ serves an important
aerodynat_ f_action in establishing
smooth airflow and efficient lifting
power, The Soviet concept of heating
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STI Program Headquarters
e:idquarte1s duties fall into four
_ broad categories:
1. Program Direction--Provide
direction f()r the developlnent, communi-
cation, and coordination of NASA STI
policy, procedures, and standards.
2. Information Management--
Acquire, manage, and provide access t<)
relevant ael()natltiC alld space science
STI.
3. Consultation--Provide consulta-
tion and assistance t() NASA program
offices and activities in planning, devel-
()ping, and implementing STI activities.
4. Representation-- Represent
NASA in a broad range of interagency,
international, and domestic STI activities.
STI Council
Tile STI Council, made up ()f senior
program-office and Center representa-
tives, reviews current STI Program
policies and goals. The Council ensures :l
range of perspectives on the Progmln
from NASA's highest levels.
The Council was chartered in March
1992 under NASA Management Instruc-
tion (NMI) 1152.70. This NMI enumerates
the Council's functions and criteria for
Council membership.
In general, the Council proxides
impartial counsel to the NASA S'I'I
Program aimed :it identifying:
• The STI requirements of NASA
scientists and engineers
• Responsibilities regarding the
widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of NASA information to the
scientific :rod engineering communities :it
large, as mandated in the 19-58 Space
Act.
• The degree to which the NASA STI
Program meets these requirements
• Any changes that should be made
in the l)rogmnl
Specific assignments carried out for
the STI Council in 1992 tire addressed in
the tk_lloxving section, "User Sep,'ices and
Outreach," and in the separate chapter in
this publication on TQM.
User Services and Outreach
The 17ser Services and Outreach
section has tw() main concerns: helping
us learn more about our users, and
helping our users learn more about us.
Significant progress was made in each of
these areas in 1992.
Several efforts provided valuable
insights about ()tit users: who the)," are
and what they need.
STI Council Survey--At the request
of the STI Council, NASA Centers sur-
veyed users to learn more about their
requirements and how to fill them. More
than 500 users v,:ere queried in inter-
views conducted or coordinated by
Center managers. Survey results are
already helping to shape Program goals
and strategies.
Tile most frequently cited comment
among sur_ey respondents was that
tlsers simply :ire not aware of the NASA
STI Program and its many capabilities. In
1992, activities NASA-wide (:is noted
throughout this publication) were aimed
:it ensuring that NASA's "Best Kept
Secret"--the NASA STt Program--
achieves new and unprecedented
visibility.
STI Users Group--The STI Users
Group ser_,es :is a vehicle to expedite the
flow of information between users and
the Program and to assist NASA STI
management in setting priorities. Guide-
lines for the group were established by a
coordinating committee, whose members
were drawn t¥om each NASA Center.
User Services Plan--The User
Services Plan provides a blueprint of the
best ways to promote the STI Program
among its many audiences. The plan's
recommended activities are already
t, nder way. The plan structures these
activities and recommends priorities in
light of NASA's continuing resource
constraints.
Recent initiatives on many fronts
helped promote Program capabilities.
Exhibit--In 1992, the NASA STI
Program exhibits te:un promoted Pro-
gram products and services at a variety
of conferences and trade shows:
• American Institute of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics (AIAA) Annual
Meeting--Cwstal City, \:A, April 28-30
• NASA STI Annual Conference--
Houston, TX, April 28-May 1
• 1992 Special Libraries Associa-
tion Annual Conference--San Fran-
cisco, CA. June 6-11
• World Space Congress--Wash-
ington, PC, August 28-September 5
• Geographic Information and
Spatial Data Exposition (GISDEX)--
Washington, DC, October 6-9
• Society of Automotive Engi-
neers (SAE) Aerotech--Anaheim, CA,
October 6-8
• American Indian Science and
Engineering Society (AISES)--Crystal
City. VA, November 5-7
• Defense Technical Information
Center (DTIC) Annual User,s Confer-
ence--Alexandria, VA, November 6
• Open Source Solutions--
McLean, VA, November 30-December 3
• Technology 2002--Baltimore,
MD, December 1-3.
• International Online Informa-
tion Meeting--London, England,
December 8-10.
Videos--STI Program Headquarters
and Lewis Research Center produced the
first video over_:iew of the NASA STI
Program. In less than six minutes, STI
video viewers get a colorful, informative
look at the Program's people and its
products...and how they help meet a
diverse range of researcher needs eve W
day.
Copies of this, the first NASA STI
Program video, have been distributed to
_7
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the NASA Centers. Additional copies are
available upon request to the NASA
Access Help Desk.
Publications--In 1992, we intro-
duced a variety of brochures and related
print materials for use at our Centers and
at STI Program exhibits. Publications
included this piece's predecessor,
"Prologue to the Furore," and a six-panel
overview of the NASA STI Program,
"Reaching Out to Serve You." These and
similar publications communicated tile
Program's conm_itlnent to nleet user
needs.
STI Program Representatives at
NASA Headquarters--To shorten
internal lines of conmmnications, several
meml_ers of the STI Program Headquar-
ters staff have assumed liaison duties at
NASA Headquarters with managers in the
R&I) program offices, as well as Public
Affairs, Legislative Affairs, and Interna-
tional Relations.
Researcher Communication--
Efforts to raise researcher awareness of
NASA STI Program capabilities have
included STI Program staff presentations
on critical aspects of Program technok)gy
to researchers at conferences, meetings,
and workshops.
NASA Access Help Desk--To help
publicize this new service (see p. 9), tile
STI Program exhibit team distribvted
business cards containing relevant Help
Desk information to visitors to the STI
booth.
One of the best opportunities in
1992 for communication among STI
Program members was the NASA STI
Annual Conference, held April 29-
May 1 at the Johnson Space Center.
Included among the approximately" 100
attendees were representatives from
NASA Headquarters and all Centers.
The focus was on key issues related
to the Conference theme, '% New
lnf()rmation Era." Attendees exchanged
ideas {m new technologies and their
application in a changing STI emiron-
ment while enjoying a selection of
lectures, panel discvssions, and w_)rk-
shops. Sessions included an update (_n
Program services and the results of the
NASA-wide STI Program review per-
{orlllcd for the Scientific and Technical
Infl)rmation Activities Committee.
chartered by Samuel W. Keller, then
NASA Associate 1)eputy Administrat()r.
Langley Research Center will host
the next STI Annual Conference, t(> be
held in Williamsburg, VA, during the
week of May 24, 1993.
Information Services
Matching NASA STI Program users
with the information they want is one _)t
tile Program's primary goals. Progress in
upgrading and revising existing l)r_ce-
durest() meet that goal moved tk)rx_,ltd
rapidly last year.
Three-day Turnaround Plan
Implemented--ln 1992, to find new
and better ways to improve {mr resp<msc
time for filling orders, we implemented a
three day turnaround plan. The goal was
to pr()cess more than 90 percent {)t
document requests from CASI users in
lhrec days or less. By the end of 1992,
we had reached that goal, pr()cessing
lnore Ihan 95 percent of requests within
3 days of receipt. The most comm_m
reason a document takes more than 3
days t<) process is that it has to be
retriex ed from an ot, tside source.
Innovative Approaches Devel-
oped to Ensure Our Products and
Services Are Timely and of Unwaver-
ing Quality--Here are just two projects
that address this goal.
(;ASI is undergoing a microfiche
processing review. To ensure high-
(lUatlity microfiche for our users, _e're
stepping tip our efforts to guarantee that
the microfiche we receive fi'_ml external
agencies meet NASA standards. We
notify the organizations thai supply our
microfiche when they aren't meeting our
quality standards, and tell them that
we're eager to x_()rk with them l()
improve the quality ()t' th(qr micr(ffiche.
Further. we'xe established l(mg-tcrm
quality control testing through an
independent contractor, who will
evaluate a portion of the microfiche xve
produce. As a long-term quality contr()l
effort, we're continuing to inspect our
microfiche duplication t() ensure our
standards are being uphelcl.
CASI Microfiche Archive Re-
viewed. A cursor T inspection of nearly
one million of the three million micro-
fiche in the CASI archives has shown that
only a small portion of these micr<)fiche
are deteriorating, unusable, or both. CASI
plans to re-fihn these items in the near
flmu'e.
N()w we're focusing our attention on
the process of making paper copies
('%lov, T)acks") and using new duplicators
t() ensure that succeeding "generations"
()t inicr<)fiche retain the quality of the
master copy, thus improving the
blowback process. Plt,s. we've tmrchased
an additional bloxvback machine. This
additional machine means additional
reliability.., and less time rc(luired 1o fill
()rders.
Documents Re-Filmed. M;my ()t the
()rigina] documents in our CASI collec-
tion were microfiched ()n acetate-based
film according to the standard of the
day--q" x 8". (Now we use polyester-
based film, which is more durable and
easier to store.) Today. we can't repro-
duce documents from microfiche in this
outmoded size.
To increase tile am(rant of informa-
tion we can deliver to users, we've
retrieved and rc-fihned nearly 300
documents captured in the earlier
Aoenda[0r theSTIPr0BramNASA-Hide
fornmt--each re-filmed according to the
latest microgmphic standards.
CASI Infrastructure Upgrade
Initiated. We've initiated a multiyear
plan to upgrade the CASI infrastructure.
The initial improvements discussed
below primarily address CASI computer
and communications capabilities:
Optimizing Internal Systems--
To improve these systems, we've imple-
mented an Ethernet Local Area Network
(LAN). LAN workstati(m-based architec-
tt, re is cheaper and easier to maintain.
All the workstations used tk)r internal
systems such as accounting and registra-
tion have been connected. We have
electr(mically linked the Cwstal City
operation with the CASI and are using
electronic mail to communicate more
efficiently. For the future inflastructure,
we will use an ()pen system, client/server
design. This design will utilize an
Ethernet LAN, Windows-based work-
stations, and an Oracle server.
Enhancing Desktop Publish-
ing--We've accomplished this up-
grade--and the related capabilities of
graphics design and imaging--by adding
additional microcomputers. This has
simplified and speeded up the design
and production of our publications.
Improving Tape Storage and
Exchange--The NASA STI Progranl has
tape exchange agreements with many
agencies in the U.S. and STI partners
around the world. Our new tape system
lets us copy our database onto cartridges
instead of 16-track tapes. Cartridges hold
more data, and they make tape inter-
change easier than ever.
Dissemination of Bibliographic
Information Improved. At CASI,
clocuments used to be processed accord-
ing to the STAR publication cycle, which
took about three months. Beginning in
March 1992, most documents became
available to users within two weeks of
receipt at the CASI. We achieved this by
altering the document processing cycle
to ensure documents are available for
distribution as soon its they are
announced on RECON--instead of being
unavailable until they are announced
in STAR.
STI Acquisitions, Processing, and
Delivery Systems Upgraded. In April
1992, the Program released a compre-
hensive analysis of our current processes
[kw database building, order processing,
and inventory management. On the input
side, areas of improvement were identi-
fied to upgrade the quality and efficiency
of the processes. On the output side, the
recommendations focused on improving
customer service and improving the
quality of our document reproductions.
That analysis generated a queue of
specific actions to be completed over the
next 12 to 18 months.
Remote Access to CASI Stream-
lined. At one Internet address, STI
l'rogram registered users anywhere in the
world now have direct computer-to-
computer access to a variety of CASI
systems. (The Internet is a computer
network that many Federal agencies,
universities, and private companies use
to exchange infornlation worldwide.)
Users arc greeted with a menu giving
them system choices, such as ARIN,
RECON, or SYSTRAN (the Program's
translation system). Prior to this upgrade,
many users accessed CASI by way of a
relatively complex, time-consuming
electronic route.
Database Content Upgraded. In
July 1991, the Program initiated a project
to upgrade the data in the NASA STI
Database. The project addressed issues
of Database quality and coordinated
quality improvement efforts by the two
I)atabase producers, CASI and TIS.
Guiding principles included consis-
tency (the type and scope of data in
each fieM and the format in which the
data are entered should be the same ft)r
all input producers), granularity (each
piece of information should be stored in
a separate field to facilitate access lk)r
searching), accessibility (the number of
fields that can bc searched should be
expanded to meet user needs), simplifi-
cation of input (data element content
and fornlat sh(n,ld not be restricted by
the limitations of input processing ()r
pt,I)lications procluction software), and
selecting the right kinds of data (the
fields should meet cust()nlcr needs).
RECON risers began seeing l)atabase
improvements from this project by the
end ofJuty 1992. Further enhancements
f()llowed, with each announced in a new
Program publication created R)r that
specific purpose, "RECON Alerts." Today
the process is continuing.
Translations System Improved.
The STI Program has upgraded its
translations services with the develop-
ment of a database management system.
The system keeps an electronic record of
our translation vendors--their capabili-
ties, prices, turnaround time, etc. It also
tracks orders, generates translation
invoices, and automatically debits user
accounts.
Additional Developments
In 1992, several proiects in addition
to those already mentioned helped the
NASA STI Program ensure its products
and services continue to meet, and even
anticipate, user needs.
Multimedia Initiative. The most
obvious benefit of multimedia is its
ability to deliver information in the rot)st
effective format so there are no barriers
to understanding. Multiple media--text,
graphics, sound, and motion--are
integrated through digital teclmok)gy to
deliver users an une(lualed conlillunica-
tion experience. The goal of this rela-
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tively recent STI Program initiative is to
bring the many benefits of lnultimedia
information delive W to NASA users.
As a first step in this initiative, the
CASI will bec(mae the central reposito W
for all NASA-produced videos. The
videos will be cataloged and announced
on RECON. CASI will be able to archive
and replicate videos R)r Program users
on a mass basis beginning in early 1993.
The Program will also serve as the
source for videotapes of NASA Select
television programs.
RECON Front-End Project. To
streamline access to the NASA STI
Database and, at the same time, make
RECON more user-friendly, the Program
is exploring the potential of two search
and retrieval engines. Each is awiilable
with no additional budget requirements.
P, WAIS (Wide Area Information
Server)--With more than 100 databases
and _,000 users worldwide, WAIS is
rapidly becoming a standard for infk)rma-
tion distributkm via the Internet. For no
charge, the U.S. Geological Survey in
Reston, VA, has already taken RECON
information and indexed it with WAIS
software.
• - NOTIS is an integrated libra W
management software package that is
currently configured to operate with the
Program's ARIN database. The NASA STI
Program has developed a prototype
cising the Public Access Catalog of NOTIS
to test how user-friendly this new access
method is to RECON information.
Completion of the prototype and
testing phases on the RECON Front-End
Project is expected in 1993.
NACA Documents Project. During
its more than 40 year histow, researchers
associated with the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA),
NASA's predecessor, conducted seminal
research on all aspects of aeronautics.
Today, many aerospace researchers arc
RECON
Using NAM's main menu, you can choose among several useful functions. One of these gives you
easy access, through RECON, to additional sources of STl worldwide.
cominced that those NACA documents
remain an extremely valuable resource
for their own work.
Through the NACA Documents
Project, definitive online bibliographic
records :ire being created in ARIN for
more than 14,000 NACA formal docu-
ments, as the first phase of the project.
The target completion date for ent_, of
these bibliographic records, including
some abstracts and available NACA
indexing terminology, is August 1, 1993.
The STI Program Headquarters team
coordinating this effort expects that n]¢)Sl
()f the" NACA holdings of NASA (;enter
libraries will also be recorded by that
date.
CASI staff members have entered
many of the NACA records. Ames,
Langley, Lewis, Headquarters, and
Redstone Scientific Informati(m Center
are also creating original bibliographic
records. These locations, along with
Johnson, Kennedy, and Dryden, are also
participating by checking the quality of
the records and adding holdings
information.
NASA Access Mechanism (NAM)
Prototype. The NAM prototype assists
NASA researchers in their search for STI
4O
Aoendafor theSTIPr0ofamNASA-Hide
worldwide. It provides a "point and
click" interface which enables users t()
search databases (including tile NASA
STI Database), use Intemet utilities and
bulletin boards, and locate and contact
their peers, while simplifying user
interaction with these systems. NAM's
communications capabilities allow users
t() have access to colleagues and infor-
mation sources around the world fl'()m
their desktops.
NAM components together provide a
powerful tool to exploit information
SOklrCeS. For exanlple, tile Resource
Locator assists users in identil-}'ing
pertinent sources of information for their
subject area, and then connects users to
the selected information source(s ). The
tTser Interfitce provides flexible, easy-to-
use f()rms to assist the user in querying
remote databases, and provides results
with easy tools for printing, mailing, ()r
transfer to the user's workstation. The
NAM's Electronic Mail and Peer Locator
simplifies c()mmunication with other
NASA researchers and peers in the global
Internet community.
The NAM was first demonstrated in
April 1992 at the STI Program Annual
Conference at .ISC and was demonstrated
to limited audiences during the stln]mer
of 1992. In response to comments
received from these audiences, the NAM
has been modified, and a beta versi(m of
the NAM is being tested by a number ()f
volunteers at NASA Centers for several
months. These beta tests will evaluate
the utility of the NAM; participants'
comments will be collected periodically.
A final report on this system architecture
and its usefulness t() the NASA STI
community will help the STI Program
determine the most effective system for
application NASA-wide.
ASTRO/CD. The NASA STI
Program's new C1)-ROM, ASTRO/CD
(_Aerospace Scientific and "_Fechnical
Research On CD-ROM), was introduced
at the Annual ConEq'ence at Johnson
Space Center. This Headquarters-
produced CI) covers the major biblio-
graphic files entered into the NASA STI
I)atal)ase over the past five )'ears. Special
searching features make using it both
easy and effective.
After :t test peric)d of our ASTRO/L'D
prototype at the NASA Centers, feedback
will be solicited fron_ each of the partici-
pants. We plan to produce a production
version of ASTRO/CT) based on rccolil-
mendations fr()m l)rototype users.
ASTRO/CT) is expected to be added
to the STI Program flintily of information
products and services in 1993. A one-
year subscription will include periodic
disk updates.
NASA Printing. NASA printing
professionals attended the 1992 Printing
Manager's Conference, held in Philadel-
phia, PA, April 2-3. The Conference
provided an open forum for attendees to
address a variety of printing issues.
Several NASA Centers' printing plants
are being cto_ ngraded to duplicating
facilities, as mandated by the Joint
Committee on Printing (JCp).
As NASA printing plants are phased
int() duplicating facilities, the NASA
Printing Officer is committed to maintain
maximum quality and productivity in
operations NASA-wide. One vehicle to
achieve that goal, electronic l')ublishing,
has the potential t() make NASA printing
m()re cost-effective and pr()ductive than
ever I)efore.
The JCP has asked to review the
findings from NASA electronic publishing
tests, currently being conducted al JPI,,
Lev,'is, and Headquarters. It is possible
that the JCP will endorse the NASA
approach to electronic pul_lishing and
make it a blueprint for other Federal
agencies to R)llow. •
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inceitsfounding,NASAhasdevisedcuttingedgetechnologyinvirtually
evei_,area()fitsaerospaceactivities.The
bankof practicalknowledgethese
innovationsrepresentprovidesabroad
foundationforthe[7.S.publicand
privatesectorstodevelopsecondary
technologyapplicationsor "spin()ffs."
In the past 30+ years, several thou-
sand applications have been fashi()ned in
st,ch fields as aeronautics, communica-
tions, health and medicine, public sate':y,
the environment, and transportation.
Beyond the obvious gains of these
innovations to the public sector and
many of our nation's businesses, spinof[s
als() bring Americans an impr()%cd
quality of life and enhance U.S. c(mHx:ti-
tiveness.
NASA's chief link with the U.S.
public and private sectors in this vital
intk)rmation chain is NASA's Tcchn()l()gy
Transfer i)ivision, a comp()nent ()f
NASA's Office of Advanced Con:el)iS at-id
Technology. Support lk>r all elements of
this network is provided by the Technof
ogy Utilization Office :it the CASI.
Technology Translk'r's implenlenta-
ti()n mechanisms include six Regional
Technology Trans)_-r Centers (RTI'Cs);
NASA Tecb Briefs, a NASA-sponsored
publicati(m: and COSMIC.
As for the NASA STI Program's role
in this process, Technology Transfc'r is
part of our user community. EveD_ R'IH'C
subscribes to the NASA STI I)atabase. At
each location, RTTC prot_'ssionals use
the NASA STI l)atabase :is a t()ol for
identifying scientific and technical
literature that can be transl_qred to their
clients. Some of the d()cuments those
searches identify have been produced by
the NASA ST1 Program.
In addition, every month more than
210,0(30 senior engineers, project leaders,
and managers read NASA 7}.'cb BrieJ's and
learn about NASA developed technology
available for translcq. Among Technology
Trallsfel"s lnost inlp()rt;int leS()ttrces ,ire
the ()nline versions of indivMual 7Ocb
Hrie/entries, whida are stored on the
NASA STI Database. Each entry is
retrievable for clsers via RECON.
Regional Technology Transfer
Centers. Members of the U.S. public
scct()r and conlnlerci;ll industl)' cai_ (llln
i() the Rq_FCs to learn about NASA
technology available for transfer.
Northeast
Center for Technology
C( )mmercialization
\Vcstbor()ugh, MA
( q()SI 870-0042
Mid-Adantic
17niversity of Pittsburgh
Pittslmrgh, PA
( t 12 ) 648-7000
Mid-West
(Tieat Lakes Industrial Technology (]c'ntcr
Cleveland. OH
( 216 ) 734-0094
Southeast
l!nivcrsity of Florida
Alachua. FL
(90q) 462<>)13
Mid-Continent
Texas A & M {;niversity
('()liege Station, TX
(,t09) 8<i6-8762
Far West
[Tnivcrsity of Southern Califi/rnia
lx>s Angeles, CA
(213) 7.i3-6132
t:r(ml October 1, 1991, thixmgh
Septcml)er 30, 1992, R'ITC scarctl
pr(flcssionals made more than 1,30()
I4EC()N searches to benefit lnelllbcrs ()f
the tLS. public and private sectors.
ttere are ct.lbu' examph,s ol'recent
h'cl_rlolq_J' tra#L_fet's i#z u'bict_ the AA,K4
S7I Proj4ram played a,t important supporl
role.
NASA Teclmical Paper (TP) 3216,
entitled "Cable Compliance," is a NASA
publication that's having a 'ce W big
impact on a non-NASA audience.
The 133-page d()cument covers
nearly 18 years of pioneering R&I) at
Goddard Space Flight Center on cable
compliance. The GSFC Publications
Office assisted in compiling, rewriting,
editing, and publishing this notable
paper.
The principal auth()r and architect of
the paper's major findings is James J.
Kerley, a GSFC inventor who has spent
nearly 50 },cars in engineering. Possibly
one of his cable-compliant devices will
one clay I)e used to aid docking of the
Shuttle or ()ther spacecraft in its rendez-
v()us with Space Station Freedom.
But when enterprising engineers at
ITAC Systems, In:. of l)allas, TX, recently
studied "Cable Compliance," their
thinking was nltlCh more down to earth.
ITAC is working on a "joystick" of sorts
tim: will allow user input to three-
dimensional graphics programs for high-
performance computers, such :is those in
the HP-9000 fatuity or the Sun SPARC
family. The joystick's ergonomic features.
:in outgrc)wth of Kerley's compliance
joint research, will give users tactile
feedback, thereby putting ITAC's product
in a class by itself.
If ITAC's Kerley-inspired product
succeeds, as company General Manager
Don Bynunl thinks it will when it is
introduced m 1993, ITAC profits could
so;tr.
ITAC first learned about Goctctard's
compliance technology through the
pages of NASA Tecb Briefi. After reviev_-
ing the appropriate 7bob Brie/; applica-
tions package, then studying TP 3216,
t'/ynum and the company founder, t3ol)
McLaughlin, decided t() visit Kerley and
his team to tmtinst()rm about the or)m-
inertial possibilities. C(x)rdinatcd by the
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As it scales towers, the cable-compliant robot
looks, and moves, like a caterpillar.
Goddard Technology [Itilization staff, the
visit went very ,,','ell and, now, ITAC is
\_orking t<) license tile technology for
use it? its next generation of products.
Researchers with Mantech (Manage-
ment Technology) Corporation of Fair
Oaks, VA, also R)und "Cable Compli-
ance" helphfl in their work. Mantech, a
$200 million company with 3,000 em-
ployees, is developing a very. different
compliance product--a mechanical
caterpillar that can slink into all kinds of
out-of-the-way places.
Like a caterpillar, the machine moves
by choreographing a ripple of steps
along a segmented body. Each body
module has two [ J-frames that face each
other and are joined by caMes. Actuators
enct()sed by each pair of [M:rames
expand and contract in a computer-
controlled rhythm. To pun the clevice
al(mg, gripper t_'et alternately seize then
release whatever surface the robot is
creeping over.
PossiMc uses fl_r their device include
inspecting ship hulls, painting bridge
girders, and micr()tunneling (trcnchless
pipelaying). "File caterl)illar is a spin()ff of
the Goddard-developed cable robot.
No one can predict the incredible
number of additional products that could
be inspired by the research documented
in "Cable Compliance." "'Walkers, pros-
thetic knee joints, elbow joints, and wrist
joints arc among the l(mg list of possibili-
ties," says Kerley, who was named
GoddaM Space Flight Center Inventor of
the Year it? 1991.
Now, with requests R)r "Cable
Compliance" pouring in from scientists
and medical workers from around the
world, the pr()spects for new cable
compliance products are, seemingly,
endless.
At Langley Research Center. the
STI Program is implemented through tile
Research Inlk)rmation and Applications
l)ivision (RIAI)). One of that l)ivision's
components is the Technology [!tilization
and Applications Office (TIT & APe),
which rep()rts to tile NASA ftead(luarters
Office <)f Advanced Concepts and
Technology.
h? 1991, NASA's Technok)gy Utiliza-
tion Office's Applications Engineering
Progranl at Langley transferred patented
Langley technology for uhrasonically
measuring skin burn depth to Topox,
Inc., of Chadds Ford, PA.
In 1992, this technology became
manifested as the Topox Supra Scanner.
The Supra Scanner is now being mar-
keted in the United States and will soon
be available overseas.
Each year, about two million Ameri-
cans suffer serious burns. A large per-
centage of burn patients require hospital-
ization and, typically, more than 10,000
die from their injuries.
The Supra Scanl]cI is an offsho()t of
NASA ultrasound technology, originally
developed to detect inicroscopic fl:lws in
ai,cmft and spacecraft inaterials. The
Supra Scanner is an ad`,'anced diagnostic
instrument that makes immediate assess-
taunts of burn damage possible. This
knowledge permits iml)roved patient
treatment and nlHy even save tile lives of
seriously injured patients.
The Supra Scanner can also hel l)
reduce the risk of infection and guide
treatment for such skin disorders as pre-
CaI_tCeI'()l.lS and catlcer()l_lS lesions. Plus, it
can aid in the diagnosis of lymphatic
maladies.
Several other groups played impel
rant roles in the dexelopment (>f tile
Stlprti Scanncr.
The NASA Technology Applicatiorls
Team tit Research Triangle Institute,
Research Triangle Park, NC, assisted
NASA Langley by perf(mlling an in-depth
needs assessment and IW cooMinating
the conmlercialization of this technology.
Langley researchers collaborated
with the illventor of the Supra Scanner,
now the President of Topox, Inc., and
clinicians at tile Medical College of
Viiginia (Meg) in prototype devek)pment
and testing. Follovdng clinical tests tit
MCV and the University of Aberdeen,
Scotland, tile Topox Supra Scanner was
granted FDA approval.
Photos of the Topox Supra Scanner
were taken and developed by personnel
fronl Langley's Photograplfic Section,
RIA1). RIAD took shots of both the
instrument and a closeup of a skin scan.
"The photographics and video
sections here help us with shots for
many projects, not just tile Supra Scan-
ner," says Jolm Samos, consultant and
ffmnerly Head of the Langley TtJ & APe.
"We always need something for our
records...and we also need something to
sh()w our commercial clients. As they
say, a picture can be worth a thousand
words." -
4_
verybody's talking about Total
Quality Management. or TQM. Its
origins may reveal why.
TQM grew out of the work of an
American, W. Edwards I)eming. During
World "War II, our Government asked
Deming to analyze U.S. companies
participating in the war effort and
formulate how they might operate more
efficiently. His findings, which later
became known as TQM, helped us win
the war.
A tool as powerful as "FQM can help
America today, too. XX;e need to use
every available resource to meet world-
wide challenges and ensure NASA's
progress in aeronautics and space
science.
At NASA, the thoughthll use of TQM
can foster significant improvements at
eve W level of this organization.
The unqualified dedication of the
NASA Administrator to TQM is well
known. Following his lead, the NASA
comntitment was amply demonstrated in
1992. TQM advocates could be found in
eve W code in Headquarters, in every
NASA Center, and at every level of our
organization.
Similarly, as the agency was using
TQM to help build a new and better
NASA, members of the STI Program were
rethinking and rebuilding this Program in
the TQM mode.
The new management team at NASA
STI Program tteadquarters started putting
TQM in place two years ago, mindful
that creating a constancy of purpose--
holding a clear view of where we were
headed--should be one of our first
tasks.
Work began on a Strategic Plan in
1990, and it was completed in 1991. The
plan focused on Progran_ goals, along
with the changes needed to achieve
those goals. In the same spirit, we :ire
now at work on an outgrowth of our
initial Strategic Plania five-year, Long
Range Plan. This "grand design" wilt feed
back into our modernization eff()rls and
help us set priorities.
lit another sense, the NASA STI
Program has had a TQM orientati(,n
since the Prograln's founding. TQ\I says
thai _me way t() impr()ve cluali b is l)v
impr_)xing processes. Literature sc,mhes,
one ()f our chief services, are a simple
yet vital service for NASA researchers
r()oted in the need to eliminate redun-
dancy and thus improve the R&I)
process. The saxings these searches bring
t() NASA every day is incalculable.
TQM has other COlliln()n themes that
ask such basic questions :is:
Who :ire our customers?
_, What see, ices do ()UI" CllSl(llllCr _,
need froln us?
• How well :ire we providing Ihosc
services?
• ttow can we improve?
• How can we combine t))rces to
serve our customers better?
As simple :is TQM appears :it the
outset, closer scrutiny reveals a demand-
ing system in practice. TQM asks far
more of us than that we simply do our
job. To reap the system's benefits, we
mt.ist come together and StLldy customer
needs, examine present operations,
eliminate unnecessa W steps, and become
willing to take risks :is we tW new
methods. Above :ill, TQM demands
communication and cooperati(m.
The following rec()unts TQM stic-
cesses throughout the NASA STI Pro-
granl. These acconq)lishmcnts are a
prelude to future progress...each gain
geared to enhancing this Progranl's value
to NASA and, ultimately, NASA's value io
the [LS.
The Bottom Line
The bou(m>line challenge t() the
NASA STI Program is this: Arc we
STI Program Evaluation Results
Calendar Year 1992 and _ 199"2
RECON
0
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providing tile products anti services our
customers need?
In 1991, tile newly established STI
Council suggested three customer f()ct.ls
tools that, when completed, would
address this challenge and related issues:
1. Determine the basic requirements
for the ST1 Program.
2. Devise methods to improve tile
NASA STI Database.
3. Determine the benefits of the
Program to its users.
This analysis was completed in 1992.
Through it, we reinforced our awareness
that users want inforlnati(m cluickly,
completely, accuralely, and at the lo,`vest
possible cost--all quality issues. Findings
delivered to the STI Council explored
these requirements and identified new
access and delive W methods for STI, and
the cost and impact of each.
Realizing that TQM requires commu-
nication and cooperati()n, tile Program is
focusing on ch,mn_,ls ()f C()lnmunication
betv,'een tile NASA STI Program and ()ur
users. ]:()ri1]etl in 1992, the STI [.!seFs
Group is assessing responsibilities in the
informatiorl chain, highlighting issues
that need investigation, and helping the
I)lOgFalll and ()tlr tlsers learn in()rc about
each other's expectations.
l)aily communication between users
and the Program were enhanced through
the recently established NASA Access
Help 1)esk. The Help Desk offers users
rapid access <hence, its name) to timely
infommtion on all aspects of STI lq'ogram
products and services.
Since better communications at eveQ'
level of our operation translates into
improved se_icc to our users, links
betv,'een STI Program Heattqtmrters and
NASA Centers were strengthened through
such new vehicles as tile Monthly Center
Evaluations, Monthly News Update, and
STI Action Polls.
Accession Series Input by Source and Quarter
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ST1 Program evaluation results (tabulated from user input) and accession series
by source and quarter are Just two metrics of STl Program progress.
Monthly Center Evaluations--In
lanuat T 1992, NASA Centers began
sentting monthly input to Headquarters
regarding STI Program products anti
services. Headquarters makes every effort
t() respond promptly to these concerns
and make changes, as needed. This
Center lE'edback is also providing
valuable statistical data Headquarters can
use to benchmark progress in various
l)rogralll areas.
Monthly News Update--Intro-
dr|ted in August 1991. this popular
communique uptlates Center STI bianag-
ers on Headquarters activities. Distribu-
tion has since been expanded to include
chief librarians.
STI Action Polls--These Action
Polls oftE_r Centers a unique opporttmity
tO conlnlent on various actions proposed
by Headquarters. Feedback from the
polls, which are distributed in tandem
with the Monthly News Update, provides
Headquarters with valuable Center input
on the pros and cons of implementing
these actions.
Remembering that, "If you can't
measure it, you can't manage it," the STI
Program also inaugurated a number of
metrics for setting and tracking target
1-)ertchmarks for the Program (see charts
at left, and on page 46).
At the CASI, problem-solving cross-
functional teams have been addressing a
variety of problems, such as instituting
the three-day turnaround, upgrading the
NASA STI Datal)ase, and developing
innovative approaches to ensure our
products anti services are timely and of
unwavering quality.
Further, in April 1992, after an
exhaustive study of CASI operations, the
Program released the first comprehensive
analysis of our current processes of
database building, order processing, and
inventor3, management. The queue of
tasks generated fl'om this analysis ,,,,'ill
pr(_tluce significant improvements in the
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(ttutlit} of CASI pr()ccssing in the m(mths
and +vt_':llS,ltlcacl.
TQM at the NASA Centers
At tile Headquarters S&T Library.
;l special c'()llt.'c'ti()n vigorously stipports
NASA7 *I'Q+X'I initizitivc. A new TQM
sccti(m coinl-_risil]g materials fronl the
lil)rzugs Qtuility'Prodt_icti_ ity A\varci+lcss
(]ollcctk)n arid Pr(if4ram and Protect
M;inagCl//C+t+ll C¢)llcction was created in
1992.
ReSOtlrce lists c'()vcrit'ig TQM t(>pics
such ;is I)cnchmarking, mcastlrt+,tllcqlts,
leadership skills, organiz;itional change,
;ind mclt]:lgCll]t_'llt methods have t)c'cn
produced by the Iilmit T and 4Fc avctilablc
t() library patr(ip.s.
The library is api-+lving T(,)M tcch-
ni(lucs t() its internal ()pcratkms. Stit.-Clnl-
lining of the ]il)r;us"s ;iC(luisitions pr()ccss
durinf4 fiscal )'car lt)92 is speeding the
purchase ()f scientific ,Ind tcchnic;il
I)()()ks. j()uiTlals, and d()cun]cnts l\)r lhc
librai T ;ind the NASA COillnltlility.
The TII) :it Ames Research Center
is integrating Total Quality Man;igcmcni
into its ctlhtuc. ()no way the l)ivisi(m hcls
integral:el TQM c(mcC'l)ts into daily
routines \vas by cstal)lishing Ix_.tlcr
c()illmui]ic;iti(m I_ctwcci] TII) lll:lri_tgClS
and l)crsonrlcl. ()no highly succcssftil
example was l() charter a Steering
(](munittcc ()f l)ivisiorl lll:ll]:t<_c'rs, which
dcvcl(H_cd :l l)iviskm Vision St;itei'ncni
and I0 h)t't_-r;ingc goals. The ViM<)ri
Slat:met-it and goals wcrc presented t()
the staff in a set'its of All-f I;lnds
nit:tings.
As ;i rcstlh ()[ these nlt'c'tii+lf4s,
l->crs(>nncl \VClC ,ll)k, t() devise ;i host c)f
stiatcgk:,,+ and tasks for implcn]ci]th_l_ the
lorig-rarigc goals. These strategies and
tasks were clustered ;is they rchttcd to
each of the 10 g()als, l:r()n] these clu,<>tcr<,,
c()mnlittoos wcrc established to look 4t
h()w to implcmc'nt Cml)loyee rec()mmen-
dations.
The Open ]tousc (]()lnnlittcc hdd ;.in
Three-Day Turnaround
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ofOrders 50
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wllhil 40
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1_ 1992,tBe reBpotlle time for CA$! tojWI _
dra_aUcaU,d.,ts silU_wic _ ti_ porUom qf _ _
_q)en h()use event t() ;icqu;iinl tl]c Ames
rcsc;uch c'(mln-iuriity with Tll) c;ll->;ll_ililics
;ind cxphlin how tilt, rcsc;u¢hcrs c()tikl
best use thcsu services. The Operi H()tlSt'
also g;ivc TI1) the ()pp(muniiy t() ask
rc'scarchcr_ what their needs arc and
_\hat is imp()rtant to then].
Thc Technical Actkm Omm_ittcc
(']'A(;) acts :IS _t vehicle f()r tilt" tr;_insfcq
bct\VCCl] 111;InagClllent and staff ()f
intk)lniation concerning AI)P devel()p-
tilt'lit, and the Empl()ycc Rcc()gniti( >n
(]t)lllillittcc cstal)lisht_'d criteria for a\\ards
t() rcc()gnizc new iclcas and prt)ccdurc's.
-I() iml)r()vc communicati()n ;inct help
people in the various TII) I'Jranchcs get
t() kn()w one anothcu l)cttcr, ,i l)ivisi()n
ncw_,Icucr, called 7H)b/ts, WclSStcU-ted lw
the lhlblications (]()mnfiltcc.
Michael V. Woywod, NASA STI
Manager ;it Goddard Space Flight
Center, represents NASA on the TQM
Subcommittee ()f tile t:cderal IP,M Policy
Council. In that capacity, \\,'oywod is
helping t() identify and formulate Federal
[)o/icy regarding TQM policy and
practices.
In 1992. TQM activities :it GSFC wcrc'
evident in b()th Lilmn-y Services and
Tcchnic;tl lnfornlation Services. The
GSF(] Libr;iry set tip ;i dispI;iy i}:)cusing
<m its TQM colic:lion. A p;itllfinder
(reference guide) and booklist wcrc
c()mpilcd :is t'ust()mc'r giveaways. The
TQM c'ollccti<m covers strategic phuming,
tcamw()rk and quality circles, quality
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control, employee empowernlent,
measurement and analysis, anti customer
ff)cus. More than 200 copies of tile
pathfinder and booklist were picked up
fronl the display.
The GSFC Library has many stake-
holders, including custonlers, contractors,
and upper management. To involve
these groups in establishing priorities for
library operations, the Library Services
Branch set up a joint effort with the
Library Council to develop a strategic
plan and prepare an action plan to meet
future resource needs. The group will
make a presentation to GSFC's Institu-
tional Planning Committee (IPC) which
impacts the Center's resource allocations.
Motivated by the goal of improving
customer relations and emphasizing a
service orientation within the Branch, the
Publication anti Graphics Services
Section developed their own Quality
Control Procedures Manual. The Publica-
tions and Graphics groups each worked
as separate teams to craft their quality
control principles.
At GSFC, 1992 was the year of the
"Consolidated Contract" in the Technical
Infomlation Services Branch. Previously,
the branch has been supported by five
major contracting firms and several
smaller Blanket Purchase Agreement
contractors. To tighten up operations, all
five contract areas were rolled into one
"consolidated" contract, which brings
greater efficiency to managing the
contract and to the serx'ices provided.
As part of the Total Quality Manage-
ment Program at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, its Graphics Vending
Services Group conducted two surve,'s,
one for in-house customers and one for
off-Lab vendors. Response to the surveys
was enthusiastic and resulted in signifi-
cant changes. Vending office hours were
extended, vendor computing capabilities
were expanded, and a computerized
estimating service was established,
allowing customers to receive cost
The GSFC TQM display remains a popular source of TQM materials for library patrons.
estimates in real time its jobs were
vended.
As part of the Johnson Space
Center's TQM effort, it center-wide
critical process team was formed in 1992
to evaluate the services and funding of
the STI Center. The team was made up
of managers representing virtually all JSC
organizations. Members conducted user
surx, eys anti assessed impacts of reduced
ffmding to the STI Center on their
individual programs and projects. As a
result of this team's findings, full funding
was restored to the STI Center's materials
budget fi)r fiscal year 1992.
At the Kennedy Space Center,
TQM activities were evident at the KSC
Library and in Publications.
The library established an Outreach
Program, which includes two levels of
tours: a brief overview of services: and
an in-depth tour with training on auto-
mated services, including the online
catalog and RECON. The tours are
advertised in the local newsletter, the
KSC Bulletin.
Briefings to remote KSC locations are
available, by app()intment. The library
also produced an updated brochure and
detailed "how-to" instructional sheets on
using various automated libra1T services,
such its CDq_.OMs and commercial
clatabases.
The KSC Publications section also
established an Outreach Project to brief
organizations or groups on the STI
Program--definition and overview of
services, goals, and plans. Both custom-
ers and staff are pleased with the new
system.
As a TQM initiative at Langley
Research Center, the Photographic
Section has initiated a "iury" (peer
review) system that is designed to ensure
the creation of high-quality photographic
products.
The jury n()rmally has fi)ur members:
three lab photographers and one scien-
tific and technical photographer. Jury
lnenfl)ers rotate evei-},' two weeks among
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the staff of 25 Langley photography
professionals on staff. Normally, the jury
meets every day to critique slides,
view'graphs, black-and-white or color
photography...whatever products are
available. Because jury members con-
vene regularly, there is no delay in
maintaining pre-arranged production
schedules. At the same time, the Langley
photo products are now* the highest
quality the Section has ever produced.
The establishment of the TISD
Conference Support Team (CST) in 1992
was one of the many activities which
occurred at Lewis Research Center in
its movement toward providing TQM-
based operations. The team consists of
three TISD staff members who represent
the division to the customer and the
customer to the division, and who work
toward identifying realistic and mutually
agreeable requirements for conference
support--lead times dependent upon the
work required, firm deadlines, clear
statements of the support work required
(documented in Conference Support
Agreements), and clear understanding of
communication requirements.
As at many NASA Centers, Lewis
hosts, cosponsors, or participates in
numerous conferences each year. The
support required from TISD cove,s a
broad range of services and products--
from minimal production efforts for
"smaller" items (such as meal tickets,
receipts, and badges) to full-scale
production efforts that require special-
ized services (e.g., editing, design,
writing...) to prepare preprints.
viewgraphs, brochures, exhibits, signs,
etc.
In the past, Lewis conference
organizers would plan and coordinate
their conference support by various
meetings with a large group of TISI) staff
members, who included management
personnel and representatives from all
the functional areas. The loosely planned
meetings focused only on individual
tasks, neglecting to view these as parts of
a larger, total project. The CST ap-
proaches each conference as a single,
large project which needs to be managed
efficiently.
Beginning in early 1992, the CST
worked with one Lewis customer t(_
coordinate TISD's support for this year's
HITEMP Review. The customer, who was
delighted by the experience, later
commented, "This was the first year Ive
ever been able to take a day off before
the conference!"
A Bridge to the Future
TQM can be our bridge to a future
filled with greater changes and more
challenges than ever before.
At the NASA STI Program, we're
making significant progress in our efforts
to build a TQM culture. But that doesn't
mean we are satisfied, nor that our work
is complete.
TQM isn't designed to provide
instant gratification. Neither will the
cultural changes required to implement a
totally committed TQM culture happen in
a few weeks, a few months, ()r even a
few years.
The important thing is--they :ire
starting to happen. And with those
changes come opportunities.
At the NASA STI Program, we're
using TQM to refine our processes and
build quality into our products, our
services, and our infrastructure. We're
gratified that Program changes are
already translating into satisfaction
among our current custolners...and, as
we look to the future, hinting at even
greater satisfaction among a new genera-
tion of advocates and users of the NASA
STI Program. •
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Abstract--A smnmary of the main points
covered in a publication. The abstract is
acct)tllpat'licd by :_lFI:.ldc(ltlate bfl_liographic
descriptkm to unable tile publication to be
identified.
Bibliographic Information--l)etails
concerning a publication that are sufficient to
identify and locate it. These generally include
ttle authors, title, publication date, report
number, and corporate sources.
Cataloging--The procedure by which the
bibliographic details of each STI document
are extracted and entered into a data file.
CD-ROM--_Compact l)isk-Read Only
Mcnlory. A computer data storage de_ice
capable of holding massive amounts of
inl(mnation (more than 100,000 typewritten
pages) in digital, optical formats. CD-ROMs
are designed for use primarily wittl personal
computers.
Citation--A reference to a text or part of a
text identifying the document in v,hich it may
be found.
Data--A general term for numbers, digits,
characters, and symbols that are accepted,
stored, anti processed by a computer. When
such data becomes meaningful, ttlen tile data
components become in.formation.
Databa.se--A collection of interrelated or
independent data itclllS storc, d togethc-r to
sene one or nlore applicatiotls.
Document--A record that conveys informa-
tion; originally an inscribed or written record,
but now considered t{) include any fore1 of
int\)rmation.
Field--The smallest unit of data in a record.
NASA STI document records include such
fiekls as accession number, author, title,
subject, contract ilumber, and country of
origin.
Full-Text Searching--Online searching of
the complete text of the document rather than
lust the bibliographic record. However, the
term is also used sometimes to mean search-
ing the complete text of the bibliographic
record only.
Gateway--A link between networks.
Indexing--The process of assigning terms to
a doculnent that describe tile subject content
of that doculnent.
Information--A collection of data in a
comprehensible form that is subject to
retention and disseminatkm.
Information Processing--The organization,
m:mipulation, and distribution of inforlnation.
Broader in meaning than "data processing."
lnternet--A computer network that many
Federal agencies, universities, and private
companies use to exchange information
worldwide.
Knowledge--The range of one's under-
standing of information pertaining to facts
gained by investigation or experience. The
NASA STI Program is dedicated to presenting
information to NASA researchers in such a
readily useable way that it will be added to
their store of knowledge.
Machine-Aided Indexing--The use of
computer processes that evaluate text phrases
and suggest possible indexing terlns for
review by the (human) indexer. The process
is rooted in a knowledge base that links
natural kmguage phrases to indexing termi-
nology.
MachineIReadable--lnformation in a form
that can be directly assimilated by computer
input equipment.
Microfiche--A fiat sheet of photographic
fihn displaying an eye-readable header
containing the title and other bil)liographic
information, and bearing in horizontal and
vertical rows micro-images of the pares of a
publication.
Micrographics--The storage of documents
on, f\)r example, microfiche, by a process of
miniaturization.
Network--A comnmnications system
connecting various resources, which may
include, on a local area or wide area net-
work, individual workstatkms, printers,
facsim.ile machines, etc., and on a regional,
national, or international level the mainframe
resources of corporations, universities, and
government agencies. The interconnectkms
between network nodes can include line
telecomnmnicatk)ns, satellites, and microv,'ave
COnlmunications.
Online--l'ertains to applications :rod
datal_ases which are accessible (m o," fronl
computer resources. With the NASA ST1
Program, RECON and ARIN are online
inf()rmation search and retrieval syslcnls,
Through the STl-dcvclopcd NASA Access
Mechanism, t,sers will be able to access other
online STI sources.
Open Literature--Refers to literature
(articles, papers, books, etc.) that is published
and distributed to the general public (as
opposed to technical report literature and
company rep(ms, lbr example).
Record--A collection of related data
elements or words (fields). treated as a t, nit.
A bibliographic record describes a document.
Server--Typically, a computer that provides
services to another computer (called the
"client"). For example, to streamline access to
the NASA STI l)atabase, the Program is
exploring the potential of the \\'ide Area
_lnfornlation Server (WAIS) as an interface to
the NASA STI l)atabase, lnik)rnmtion from the
NASA STI I)atabase will be distributed to
users on client COlllptlters via the Internet.
The client 'setter model is often associated
with networks, but it is also valid when the
client and server are running as different
processes on tim S:Allle maclline.
Thesaurus--A controlled vocabulary of
related terms which covers a specific domain
of knowledge; for example, the .\HSA
TI)c. gtI l t FI Is.
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How Our Money Is Spent
In the chart below, you can see how NASA ST/Program Headquarters
allocated its operating funds for fiscal year 1992.
Total: $12,395,000
Publications &
Announoemenl
Media 10%
Information
Dissemination 18%
Acquhbitions/Acoe4m 20%
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